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calorimetry and
metal binding
in biology

JAMES j christensen

president wilkinson honored guests fellow faculty mem-
bers ladies and gentlemen dr izatt and I1 first wish to ex-
press our appreciation of the honor given us in being invited
to present the seventh annual faculty lecture it may appear
strange to many of you that both of us were chosen to deliver
this lecture however those of you who are familiar with our
work know that we have collaborated for over 1513 years in our
research effort and that we are both involved in all areas of
our research we also find in reviewing our work that it is
extremely difficult if not impossible to say that a given idea
was due to one or the other of us so we can see that the an-
nual faculty lecture committee must have also had some dif-
ficulties and although I1 have not verified this theory with the
committee I1 would surmise that they probably just threw up
their hands when they came to our names and said let s kill
two birds with one stone so here we are

we would also like to acknowledge that most of our re-
search would have been impossible to do if it were not for the
many fine undergraduate graduate and post doctoral students
that have worked with us in the past years they are also being
honored here tonight

we have divided the lecture into two parts calorimetry
about which I1 will talk and metal binding in biology which

given as the first part of the seventh annual faculty lecture at brigham
young university april 8 1970

dr christensen has been on the brigham young university faculty since
1957 and is presently professor of chemical engineering he holds a research
career development award from the US public health service 196719721967 1972
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dr izatt will discuss in both our talks we have three central
themes that we will be emphasizing these are our research
activities the scientific method of investigation and the im-
portance of metals in biology and specifically the human body

I1 would like to tell you four short stories see if you can
determine what they have in common

the first story concerns a farmer and his fruit orchard in
this western peach orchard the fruit trees were stunted and
produced only a sparse crop of scrawny fruit until one year the
farmer installed a galvanized fence around the orchard that
year and in succeeding years the yield of fruit was large and
the fruit was of top quality

the second story concerns a group of young track athletes
from a high school in los angeles that won most of their
home games but always lost when bussed to a distant school
for a track meet

the third story concerns an experiment in which two
groups of rats lived in wooden cages one group breathed
purified air and ate organic grown sterilized food while the
other group breathed normal air and ate normal food after
several months 90 percent of the rats breathing the purified
air and eating the specially prepared food were alive while
only 43 percent of their brother rats in the other group were
alive

the fourth story concerns four companies of the second
dragoons who arrived at fort randall on the banks of the
missouri river in nebraska in 1856 about ten days later
most of the horses in the company experienced running at the
nose distemper and loss of hoofs manes and tails followed
by death after weeks or months A similar experience was re-
ported by marco polo in 1295 he noted that in the mountains
of western china the most excellent kind of rhubarb was pro-
duced but that merchants coming to bring it out could not
allow their beasts of burden to graze in the surrounding moun-
tains because the beasts would lose their hoofs

the common thread running through these four stories is
that each incident is related to the effects of metals on plants
animals or people

in the first story the ground was deficient in zinc causing
the trees to have fewer and poorer fruit than normal the
galvanized fence was made of steel coated with zinc and
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through the action of rain and of leaching by the soil enough
zinc was transferred from the fence to the ground to meet the
needs of the trees and to restore normal production

in the second story every time the track athletes were
bussed along the busy freeways in los angeles they breathed
in larger than normal amounts of carbon monoxide this car-
bon monoxide reacted with the iron in the hemoglobin in their
blood to form carboxyhemoglobin every hemoglobin molecule
that reacted with the carbon monoxide meant one less hemo-
globin available to carry oxygen in the body consequently the
athletes were hampered by the reduced amount of oxygen sup-
plied to the body and performed below their capabilities

in the third story it is believed the lower death rate of the
group of rats breathing purified air and eating specially pre-
pared food was due to the absence of lead in the filtered air
and food from tree stumps it has been calculated that the
lead concentration in the air today is 24 times the concentra-
tion of 100 years ago and a hundred times more than 1000
years ago this is not at all unbelievable if one realizes that
700 million pounds of lead is consumed every year in gas-
oline sales an interesting theory has been proposed to explain
the decline and fall of the roman empire based on the premise
that the nobles and leaders were victims of lead poisoning it
was the custom of the time for the more well to do to have
their wine sweetened by heating and storing it in lead pots
lead was also used for cooking ware and for drinking cups
it is proposed that under these conditions enough lead was
consumed to cause increased sterility in both men and women
and to cause a larger than normal proportion of the children
to be born with physical and mental defects the leading class
was therefore slowly reduced in numbers and leadership cap-
abilities analysis of corpses from that timerime show an abnor-
mally high lead content readers digest 1966 todays
health march 1966 and C & E news march 9 1970 p 42.42

in the fourth story the animals were all suffering from
selenium poisoning the metal selenium occurs in high con-
centrationcentration in some soils and can be further concentrated by
grains or grass even in fairly low concentrations plants such
as woody aster gray s vetch and astragalus concentrate
selenium to several thousand parts per million part plant or up
to 1 percent of the plant s weight can be selenium in 1907
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1908 in a region north of medicine bow wyoming 15000
sheep died from selenium poisoning

from these four stories it is possible to gain a glimpse of
how important metals can be in the operation of living systems
now not all metals are harmful in fact many metals are neces-
sary for the correct operation of biological systems iron is just
one example in the human body

to understand the effects metals cause it is necessary to
know how metals interact with various systems this is essen-
tially what we are doing in our research in that we deal with
the interactions in solution of metals with other molecules
the metals can be such things as fe na ca K znan
cucu21 hg2hgr and mg2mgmgt where the number following the metal
formulas indicates the charge on the metal A plus charge rep-
resents how many electrons have been removed from the metal
when a metal has a charge it is referred to as a metal ion the
molecules with which the metal ions interact can be such simple
things as water h20 and ammonia NHNHs or complex mol-
ecules such as adenine or even very complex molecules such as
enzymes proteins and nucleic acids dr izatt will give specific
examples of the types of interactions we are presently invest-
igating with respect to biological molecules how do we get
a solution containing metal ions A simple example is to dis-
solve salt in water to obtain nanah ions and cl ions in the water
solution similarly other metal ions can be obtained by dis-
solving the proper metal salt metals or metal ions are brought
into the body through the water we drink ca the food we
eat fe and the air we breathe abpb A common miscon-
ception is that metal ions float around in solutions or body
fluids without being attached to any other molecule this is
not true as metal ions are always attached to one or more mol-
ecules if no other molecules are present the metal will be at-
tached to water molecules

our interest in the interaction of metals with various mol-
ecules is to determine two basic properties the quantities pres-
ent when the solution is at equilibrium this property is called
the equilibrium constant I1 and the strength of the chemical
bonds between the metal and the molecules this property is
called the heat of reaction these two properties are basic in
understanding how metals react with molecules the extent of
a reaction can be visualized by looking at the reaction between
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hemoglobin and oxygen figure 1 1I have written the re-
action using two different nomenclatures to show how hemo-
globin in the blood combines with oxygen in the lungs and
carries this oxygen to other parts of the body remember
story number 2 about the track athletes hemoglobin contains
iron and it is the iron that reacts with oxygen A solution of
hemoglobin and oxygen can be described by an equilibrium
constant K

amount hemoglobin fe 02
K amount hemoglobin fe amount02amount 02

if hemoglobin and oxygen are mixed some of the hemoglobin
reacts with the oxygen while some does not the equilibrium
constant is the ratio of the amount of the hemoglobin fe 02
to the amounts of the hemoglobin fe and 02 at equi-
librium all three of these molecules will be present

by knowing the value of the equilibrium constant we can
predict how much of the hemoglobin will react with oxygen
for any situation for example in the case of the athletes
breathing carbon monoxide if the equilibrium constants for
the reaction of oxygen and carbon monoxide with hemoglobin
are known it is possible to calculate how much of the hemo-
globin is combined with oxygen and how much is combined
with carbon monoxide

REACTANTS PRODUCTS

BLOODORONBLOOD IRON OXYGEN BLOOD IRON OXYGEN

hemoglobin fe 02 hemoglobinfehemoglobin fe 02

EXTENT OF REACTION equilibrium CONSTANT

amount hemoglobin fe 021011oz

amount hemoglobinhemoglobinfeamountwe amount 02102

02
N

hemoglobin fe Fe

N

protein

figure 1
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the other basic property we wish to know is the heat of
reactionwhenreaction When a molecule is formed chemical bonds are made
or when a molecule breaks apart chemical bonds are broken
the strength of chemical bonds tells us much about the type of
bonding between the atoms in the molecule and the energy re-
leased or absorbed when changes occur one example of break-
ing bonds is when natural gas is burned in a furnace figure
2 the following reaction occurs

CHchgasch4gascagasgas 202gas20gas202 gas c02gas 2h20liquid2h20 liquid

resulting in the breaking of six bonds 4 for ch4cha and 2 for
20220 and the making of 6 bonds 2 for CO and 2 for 2h20

REACTANTS PRODUCTS
A

METHANE OXYGEN CARBON DIOXIDE WATER

H 0
H- HHCHC taos 2 000 0 gas C gas 2ho1iquid2 malualodiquidOdiquidquis

H 6
H

HEAT RELEASED 212.800212800 calories
16 grams methane

figure 2

and the liberation of 212800 calories of heat per 16 gm of
methane burned this 212800 calories is the heat of reaction
this example shows that chemical bonds are not equal in that
the same number were made as were broken but energy was
released in combustion this energy heats up thec02the cc2cco and HO
to give the hot flames we all observe and the warm houses we
all enjoy A calorie as used here is defined as the energy re-
quired to raise the temperature of 1 gm of water VC they are
11000 the calories used in nutrition and by calorie counters
an example of the extent and chemical energy of reaction is
the reaction of adenosine triphosphate with water to release
energy

Aatp4Tpap4 HOhao ADadp2pap2 HHPOp02
4

adenosine triphosphatephosphatetri ATP is the molecule shown in figure
3 it is in this molecule that the body stores energy that will be
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ADENOSINE TRItrltriphosphatewaterPHOSPHATE WATERsater ADENOSINE diphosphatediphosphatemonohydrogenmonohydrogen PHOSPHATE

ATatp4pap4 HO ADadp2pap2 HHPO-

HEAT

p024

RELEASED 7000 calories

nh2nhaNH

N N

ATP
nl 0N N Y

C CCOPOPOPOC C 0 P O P O P O

c c 06 06 06

14.6146146 calories 174 followed by 19 zeros molecules

figure 3

used for many of the energy consuming processes taking place
in the body the net energy release in breaking and making
bonds by this reaction is 7000 calories per 450 grams ATP
this energy is available for other reactions one example of
this is the energy used in muscle contraction which is derived
from ATP bond breaking scientific american april 1970
in lifting a 15 ib child three feet a parent does

15 iblb aft3ft 45 ft 1b0324ib 0524032403240.324 cal 14.6146146 calories work
ft ib

this requires the breaking of

602360256023xl0236023xioxio bonds 04614614614.6 cal 174174xl021174xioxio bonds or molecules

7000 calories

of ATP which is the number 174 followed by 19 zeros the
equilibrium constant tells us how much ATP is present for any
condition and the heat reaction indicates the energy released or
absorbed when a change takes place

to understand the interactions of metals and molecules
in solution it is necessary to know values for the equilibrium
constant and the heat of reaction quantities of heat and
therefore heats of reaction can be measured experimentally in
calorimeters we have found that by the use of certain novel
and sophisticated equipment and procedures developed in our
laboratories that equilibrium constants as well as heats of
reaction can be measured calorimetrically thus one experiexpert
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ment can yield all the necessary data resulting in a great
savings in time and effort

let us now look at some calorimeters in which heats of re-
actions can be measured A
conceptual diagram of a calori-
meterthermometer for measuring heats of
combustion is shown in figure
4 the main components of the
calorimeter illustrated here are
the reaction vessel where the
reaction occurs the surrounding

REACTION water and the thermometer
VESSEL the heat generated in the re-

action vessel flows into the sur-
rounding water heating it and

WA ER

causing its temperature to rise
an experimental run consists of

REACTION initiating a reaction in the re-
action vessel and measuring the

ch4cha 202 temperature rise of the water
figure 4 A similar experiment where a

reaction releases a known a
mount of heat serves to calibrate the calorimeter in that the
amount of heat required to produce a given temperature in-
crease is determined A calorimeter of this type would be
used to calculate the heat released for the reaction

ch4cha 202 c02 2h20

it is interesting to note that the name calorimeter is derived
from a combination of the words calorie and meter the name
calorie is derived from the latin word calor meaning heat up
to the early 1800 s it was believed that heat was a fluid called
caloric and that caloric was contained in materials much as
water can be contained in a water pitcher caloric was defined
as being an elastic fluid of great subtility the particles of
which repel one another but are attracted by all other bodies
the force of attraction was directly related to the temperature
difference between the two bodies we now know thanks in-
itially to the work of count rumford benjamin thompson
175318141753 1814 in cannon boring experiments carried out in the
munich arsenal in 1790 figure 5 that heat is not a fluid
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figure 5

but is energy and is stored in molecules and atoms in the form
of bond energies and molecular motion rumford showed in
his experiments that heat could be produced without limit and
thus cannot possibly be a material substance the situation
would be like pouring water without ceasing from the pitcher
which is impossible if water is a material substance however
rumford s results have also brought some discomfort to teach-
ers of thermodynamics they frequently describe in class rum-
ford s cannon boring experiment in which he employed a team
of horses to turn the drill bit in the cannon muzzle those who
pose the question now what quantity is produced without
limit in this experiment always receive the shouted answer
horse manure

it is precisely by this method of calorimetry that the
calorie content for foods is determined the body takes food
through a series of reactions involving many bond breaking
and bond making steps and ultimately reduces the food to the
same product as would result from the reaction of the food
with oxygen in the calorimeter ie c02 and h20hzoazo and liberat-
ing energy in the process so in a sense when you eat you are
not eating calories but chemical bonds fat is just an efficient
way of storing the bonds that alenotare not broken

reactions occurring in the solution usually have much
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smaller energy changes than those for the combustion of gases
A conceptual diagram of a conventional solution calorimeter
for measuring heats of reaction in solution is shown in figure
6 the main components of the
calorimeter illustrated here are
the reaction vessel containing thermometer STIRRER

a bulb a thermometer and a
stirrer the vacuum jacket on
the reaction vessel and the sur-
rounding

BULB

water this calori-
meter

i

differs from the previous VACUUM JACKET

one in that a vacuum jacket re-
duces

WATE

the flow of heat from the
REACTION

vessel to the water if the heat
of reaction were allowed to hemoglobin fe 0oz hemoglobin fe oz02

heat the surrounding water figure 6
very little temperature riserise
would be noted due to the small heats involved therefore the
heat is contained and the temperature riserise of the solution in
the reaction vessel is measured

the materials to be reacted are kept separated by placing
one in the bulb contained in the reaction vessel while the other
one is in the solution surrounding the bulb the operation of
this calorimeter can be illustrated by considering the formation
of a complex between hemoglobin and oxygen the hemoglobin
isis inin a diluted solution in the reaction vessel and the oxygen
is contained in the bulb the bulb is broken and the solutions
mixed with a resulting temperature rise measured by the ther-
mometer in the solution A similar experiment using a sub-
stance with a known heat of reaction will give the heat required
to produce a given temperature increase

now as I1 said previously we have developed novel equip-
ment and calculation procedures to where we are able to cal-
culate both equilibrium constants and reaction energies from
calorimetric data the technique we use is called titration cal-
orimetryorimetry and involves the addition of one of the reactants
over a period of time to the reaction vessel containing the other
reactant A conceptual diagram of a titration calorimeter is
shown in figure 7 the main components of the calorimeter
illustrated here are the reaction vessel containing a thermom-
eter stirrer and titranttitrent tube a vacuum jacket on the reacting
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thermometer STIRRER TITRANTt1trant TUBE

L m r
REACTICACT E nd BURET
VACyacVACUUMIM JACKETACKE T

77temperature A

RECORDER calorimeter

REACTION

hemoglobin fe 02 hemoglobin fe 0oz

figure 7

vessel the surrounding water bath recorder and buret the
temperature is sensed by a rapid reading thermistor and re-
corded on a strip chart recorder this calorimeter differs
from the other previously shown in that one of the reactants is
introduced continuously over a predetermined length of time
and the temperature is recorded the chemical system hemobemo
globin oxygen can again be used to illustrate the operation of
the equipment with this calorimeter however it is possible
to calculate not only a heat of reaction but an equilibrium
constant as well this reaction would be carried out by placing
a hemoglobin solution in the reaction vessel and titrating with
oxygen gas it should be noted that by titrating with oxygen
the reaction can be stretched out over any chosen time length
in contrast to the method of breaking a bulb containing the
oxygen in which the reaction takes place immediately each
small addition of titranttitrent is thus equivalent to a separate experi-
ment using the bulb breaking method also the shape of the
temperature curve is determined by both the heat of reaction
and the extent of reaction from one experiment by certain
techniques many of which were developed here at BYU the
equilibrium constant and the heat of reaction for the hemobemo
globin oxygen reaction can be determined

equipment of the type visualized here and based on con-
cepts developed at BYU is currently being manufactured in
the provo orem area by tronacbronac inc A picture of this com
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mercial unit is shown in figure 8 this equipment retails for
the price of 9 to 12 maverikmavenkmaderik automobiles 1800024000180002400018000 24000
but considering how much more it can do than a maverikmaderik it is
a real bargain at this price

equilibrium constant and heat of reaction values represent
a window through which one can see and interpret metal mol
eculeebule interactions these numbers can be used to aid in the
solution of problems in such widely diversified fields as saline
water conversion and the recovery of minerals from the sea to
nerve impulses and the operation of the brain

in these and other areas it is important to know how much
of the metal ion is reacted with the other molecules and how
much energy is released or absorbed when reaction occurs
we can see how calorimetry can be a powerful tool for solving
problems concerning metal binding in biology

figure 8
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now we have spent some time describing how certain
measurements are made and it would perhaps be well to ask
what metals occur in biological systems and in what form and
concentration A few of the more common metals and where
they occur are calcium bone iron hemoglobin cobalt vitamin
1312 magnesium chlorophyll and sodium human blood A
very large number of metals is present in even a single strand
of human hair dizvizviz silver iron copper zinc manganese
strontium boron cobalt lead aluminum magnesium calcium
silicon titanium nickel and chromium in fact probably every
metal known to exist is present in the body some at a much
higher concentration than others metals specifically sodium
and potassium take part of the chemistry of nerves and supply
the electrical charges necessary for the transmission of impulses
along nerves metals are also connected with enzymes those
molecules that make reactions occur in living systems how-
ever I1 am now getting into an area of describing how metals
take part in biological phenomena I1 would therefore at this
time like to turn the lecture over to dr izatt who will describe
in detail the work in which we are currently engaged in the
field of the transport of metal ions across membranes and the
chemistry of nerve action



metal binding in biology

REED M IZATT

dr christensen has very effectively described the main
experimental technique we have used in our metal binding
studies I1 now propose to outline some of the work we have
been doing in this field A major objective of our research
effort is to understand on a molecular level the role metals
play in three key activities in living organisms these activi-
ties are first how metals operate in enzyme catalysis second
the role of metals in the normal functioning of RNA and
DNA which are substances determining the hereditary char-
acteristicsacteristics of living organisms as well as being involved in
protein synthesis and third the role of metals in the transfer
of information within the organism I1 will discuss only the
last of these namely information transfer this choice should
be a good one since most of us are involved daily in informa-
tion transfer in our chosen field of education and all of us
are or have been involved in learning processes which re-
quire considerable thought and practice the fact of which
most of us are probably not aware is that information transfer
of all kinds in our bodies including learning thinking muscle
action and related processes is possible only because the metals
sodium and potassium move across cell membranes in re-
sponse to particular stimuli we can find counterparts in our
own bodies for the most modern communication systems and
usually our counterpart is much less likely to break down or
to need repair just as it is necessary for a mechanic to know
an automobile thoroughly in order to keep it functioning so
a complete understanding of our nervous system is desirable

given as the second part of the seventh annual faculty lecture at brigham
young university april 8 1970

dr izatt has been on the brigham young university faculty since 1956 and
is presently professor of chemistry he holds a research career development
award from the US public health service 196719721967 1972
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in order to maintain it at top efficiency and treat or prevent
the diseases which sometimes affect its operation

the research in which we are involved doesndoean t make use
of any living material except ourselves and our students you
might reasonably ask how one can learn about living systems
without using them in the study scientists accomplish this by
studying what are called model systems model systems
are used when for one reason or another the scientist cannot
investigate the actual system this is the way many research
scientists work and the basis for much of the material which
is taught in chemistry physics and biology courses in secondary
schools and universities since I1 plan in a few minutes to
describe a model for one aspect of nerve action which we use
in our study I1 would like to take just a moment to illustrate
the use of models with an example which will be familiar to
many of you if someone were to ask any of us the question
what is an atom we would probably have some stock ans-

wer which would likely satisfy the questioner such as an
atom is a very small particle which consists of electrons orbit-
ing a nucleus which contains protons and neutrons actually
what I1 have just stated is a crude description of one model
of an atom we will probably never know exactly what an
atom is since its very small size prevents any direct observation
and we must rely on the answers our instruments provide to
the questions that we are clever enough to ask from these
answers we formulate models of what the atom must be in
order to have the properties our experiments tell us it has

these models of course are
subject to change as our ex-
perimentsperiments improve and our
knowledge increases the first
modern model of an atom was
that proposed by john dalton
in 1803 1 this model based on
the experimental work to that
date proposed that an atom
could be likened to a hard ball
as shown in figure 1 scien
tistsfists took that concept and be-
gan asking which known pro-
perties of matter could and figure 1
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which could not be understood if atoms were considered to be
like hard balls the discovery of radioactivity nearly one hund-
red years later necessitated a sudden and drastic revision of the
hard ball model actually this revision was overdue anyway be-
cause it had been learned in the mid 19th century by mich-

ael faraday and others that
matter and electrical charge
were in some way related the
model shown in figure 2 was
proposed about 1900 in this
model there were positive and

V negative charges embedded in
hi 11 the hard ball matrix some

called it the rasin in the bun
model however within about
a decade experiments had been
carried out that could only
be rationalized by removing the

figure 2 electron from the rest of the
atom and postulating a very

tiny nucleus containing all of the positive charge and nearly
all of the mass of the atom

now it is obvious to all of us at this point that our model
making had gotten us into a real dilemma our experience is
that positive and negative charges attract each other yet we
have in this model positive and negative charges separated from
each other with no reason why they should not combine we
have abundant evidence including our own existence that this
recombination does not occur so the model had to be revised
to agree more nearly with the known laws governing the be-
havior of electrical charges
the first change in the model
is shown in figure 3 this in-
volved setting the electron in
rotation around the nucleus
with a velocity just sufficient to
exactly counteract the pull of
the positive charge much like
a satellite in orbit around the
earth even tthoughhough this model
was very appealing and until figure 3
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just a few years ago was taught inin nearly every high school
chemistry course it was early shown to be incorrect in many
significant details and has undergone several important mod-
ifications since it was proposed in 1913 one representation

of the hydrogen atom as we
viewview it in 1970 is shown in
figure V4 2 if you can t see why

C one of these models is any bet-
ter than any other you might
profit from a semester of fresh-
manZ chemistry this process

smsSKS of refinement has resulted in a
1

icjv S f much better understanding of
ri what an atom is or in other

words a model of atomic struc
tuturere which is much more con-
sistent with known facts about

figure 4 matter than were previous mod-
els in a similar way our know-

ledge of many natural phenomena has been greatly increased
taken cumulatively the work of many people during the
past 150 years each contributing certain knowledge or ideas
has provided the basis for our remarkable scientific and
technological progress

I1 will now describe what I1 mean by information transfer
since this is undoubtedly one of the most important processes
which takes place in our body I1 will also provide some back-
ground information so you can better appreciate why we feel
that our research in this area may lead to results of some sig-
nificancenificance we are all familiar with the rapid transfer of in-
formation from the affected part to our brain when we have
a toothache or touch a hot object we also realize that this
transfer can be stopped by the use of a local anesthetic such
as novocainenovocaine the transfer of this information takes place
through our nervous system which plays an extremely import-
ant role in our welfare two of the most significant factors
in our survival are our ability to respond to stimuli from ex-
ternal sources and to regulate our own internal environment
these abilities are all the more remarkable because they are
largely automatic and require little or no conscious effort on
our part we possess sense organs which are specialized to
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literally tune in on certain information about the environ-
ment 3 the essential elements of these sense organs are re-
ceptor cells which respond to physical and chemical disturb-
ances and transmit information about them to the central
nervous system thereby allowing either us or our bodies to
react as necessary

each type of receptor is in general very specific in the
stimulus to which it responds I1 have listed a number of re-
ceptors and stimuli in table I1 there are different receptor
cells which gain information about the external environment
and the internal environment among the external type are
photo receptors located in the retina which are sensitive to
light chemoreceptorschemoreceptors which receive taste and smell stimuli
located on the tongue and nose mechanoreceptorsmechano receptors which

TABLE I11

receptors stimuli

photoreceptorsPhoto receptors light
chemoreceptorsChemo receptors taste smell

oxygen pressure

ph
mechanoreceptorsMechano receptors sound pain

balance position

thermoreceptorsThermoreceptors heat cold

receive sound pain and touch stimuli and thermoreceptorsthermo receptors
which respond to heat and cold among the internal receptors
there are cells located in the walls of our arteries to respond
to blood oxygen pressure and in the respiratory center of
the brain stem to respond to blood carbon dioxide pressure
mechanoreceptorsmechanoreceptors such as those in the inner ear which record
movement and position and even a receptor to keep track of
the ph changes in the body fluids which cannot be allowed
to vary without serious consequences to our health further-
more the exterior receptor cells can often give a great deal
of information concerning the object in contact with them
with respect to weight temperature and patterns of move-
ment as in the case of a bug walking across our hand

nerve fibrefabre terminals are scattered over the whole surface
as well as throughout the interior of the body and the stimuli
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from the receptor cells are received either by free nerve end-
ings or by specialized sensory endings all receptor cells have
an important function in common they are transducers that
is they convert one form of energy into another for ixexampleampleampie
the sense organs in the skin convert mechanical and thermal
energy into the electrical energy which is necessary to trigger
nerve impulses through the nerve endings with which they are
in contact of course the process is very complex but several
specific steps are involved first a stimulus is received by
internal or external receptor cells second the energy received
from its original mechanical thermal chemical or other re-
ceptor is changed to electrical energy and third when the
stimulus reaches a critical level the electrical impulse is moved
suddenly and rapidly to the appropriate part of the central
nervous system so that the necessary conscious or unconscious
action can be taken A surprisingly large number of our body
functions which we take for granted are triggered by the
electrical energy produced within our nervous system this
system is involved either consciously or unconsciously on our
part in heart action sensations of pleasure and pain memory
learning of all kinds limb movements etc 35 it is especially
interesting how by our conscious effort we can refine this
control mechanism to produce marvelous effects both mental
and physical such as are seen in the coordinated efforts of
the practiced athlete or musician the knowledge and ability
of the scholar etc the following passage often quoted by
heber J grant 6 describes rather well the effect practice has
on accomplishment that which we persist in doing becomes
easier for us to do not that the nature of the thing itself is
changed but that our power to do is increased perhaps the
nervous system reaches the ultimate in marvelous perfection
in our own brain

paul weiss professor emeritus at rockefeller university
has given us an interesting view of the human brain 7 he
points out that our brain contains more than ten billion nerve
cells each of which averages about ten thousand complex
macromolecules not only in constant agitation but being re-
newed about ten thousand times in a lifespan thus looking
at it from the worm seyes eye view of the macromolecule brain
action must deal in a lifetime with at least 1022 or 10000
billion billion macromolecular entities in various degrees of
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instability and impermanence also as dr weiss notes there
is a fact that the individual molecule of course cannot know
but which our integral brain cannot help but ponder and this
is that throughout all that churning and changing of a popu-
lation of molecules which is ten thousand billion times as
large as the human population on earth we retain intact our
sense of individual unity and identity our habits and our
memories the next time you are required to recall some bit
of information consider how like a computer your brain is as
it searches through its stored information to find the answer
to the question

I1 will next discuss how metals are involved in the function-
ing of the nervous system and how their action can be under-
stood 3 58 I1 have already indicated that the nervous impulse is
electrical in nature the role of metals isis to generate this
impulse and the metals involved are sodium and potassium in
the ionic form normally the nerve cell contains much more
potassium and much less sodium than the cell fluid in which
it is located this is shown in figure 5 where in the upper
part we see a representation of the movement of sodium re-
presented by nanaf and potassium represented by kak1K across a
red blood cell membrane studies of the giant axon of the
squid which is merely a very large nerve fiber being about I11
mm or 0.02002 inch in diameter show that in the intact nerve
fiber there is an electrical potential of about 50 millivolts
when appropriately stimulated the cell wall of this fiber
suddenly becomes very permeable sodium ions rush into the
cell as seen in the lower part of figure 5 the electrical
potential drops and this triggers a cascading effect in the
direction of the brain center over a period of time much
longer than the impulse but relatively short in seconds the
sodium is pumped back out of the nerve cell the electrical
potential is restored and the nerve cell is ready for another
impulse since these impulses cannot be generated continuous-
ly without loss of sensitivity the nerve can become deadened
by repeated impulses in this connection we are all familiar
with the fact that we can become numb to pain now the
origin of the electrical current lies in the fact that the sodium
and potassium exist as ions or charged particles in the fluid
so when the sodium is pumped out of the cell after a nerve
impulse this is equivalent to charging a battery and energy is
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required the process of pumping the sodium out of the cell
has been likened to cocking a gun in readiness for firing it
receipt of the pain pleasure or whatever signal from the re-
ceptor is then like pulling the trigger with an immediate result
in both the gun and the nerve here now is the problem for
which we are seeking answers what is the mechanism by
which the sodium is pumped out of the cell and why is
potassium relatively unaffected by the pumping procedure

before answering these questions let me digress to relate
an interesting true story involving a naturally occurring sub-
stance which has the interesting property of interfering with
the conduction of the nervous impulse in a dramatic and often
fatal way 9 on september 8 1774 his majesty s sloop reso-
lution under command of captain james cook lay at anchor
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off the south pacific island of new caledonia discovered by
cook only a few days earlier that afternoon the ship s clerk
traded with a native for a fish captain cook asked to have
the fish prepared for a supper he was to share with the
expedition s two naturalistsnatura lists J R forster and his son georg
later cook recorded in his journal

the operation of describing and drawing took up so
much time till it was too late so that only the liver and
roe was dressed of which the two mr forsterscorstersForsters and myself
did but taste about 3 or 4 oclock in the morning we
were seized with an extraordinary weakness in all our limbs
attended with a numbness or sensation like to that caused
by exposeingexpose ing ones hands or feet to a fire after having been
pinched by frost I1 had almost lost the source of feeling nor
could I1 distinguish between light and heavy bodies a quart
pot full of water and a feather was the same in my hand

in the morning one of the pigs which had eaten
the entrails was found dead

these events were a mystery to captain cook but we now know
that the puffer fish which he received from the natives con-
tains a chemical substance tetradotoxin which in extremely
small amounts is deadly because it blocks the nervous impulse
pathway this chemical is also found in the california newt
which is a type of salamander it is about as potent as rattle-
snake venom and in lethal amounts it is reputed to stop the
heart between beats actually the puffer fish is a delicacy in
japan where if proper care is taken to dispose of the liver
where the majority of the tetradotoxin is found it can be
safely eaten it may be some reflection on the quality of the
cooks in that country that in 1957 176 cases of puffer fish
poisoning were reported go90 of them being fatal

now back to the question how is the sodium ion pumped
out of the cell at the present time the structure of the cell
membrane is open to considerable question and the nature of
the substance which transports the sodium out of the cell is
completely unknown the thickness of the cell membrane
is less than 10 6 cm this is approximately 100 times too small
to be seen by our best light microscopes but it is still
100 times larger than the sodium or potassium which moves
across it the membrane contains fat and protein macromole-
cules which are very large and whose composition is only im-
perfectly understood it is probable that some component of
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these large molecules is the sodium carrier however for our
experiments it seemed impractical to attempt to use the natural
material therefore we have resorted to a study of model
compounds which mimic the behavior of the actual biological
system in which we are interested the two specific properties
of the biological system which we are investigating arearc first
the ability to carry metals across membranes especially
sodium andor potassium and second the ability to interact
with sodium or potassium but not with the other once we
have such compounds we would extend the study to other
metals in an attempt to learn why the compounds have the
unusual properties they show

through the study of others10others10 we have learned that cer-
tain members of a class of compounds called cyclicpolyetherscyclicpolyethers
show different affinities for sodium and potassium an ex-
ample of a cyclicpolyethercyclicpolycyclicpolyetherpolyether is shown in figure 6 actually
these compounds are unusual in several ways and are pre-
sently being actively studied by
workers in many laboratories faf0throughout the world certain 0

of these cyclicpolyetherscyclicpolyethers have LJL 00
been found by others to trans 0

O
J0

port potassium but not sodium 0
across artificial membranes un 258151821 hexaoxatricychexaoxatricycio2o4oo914I1 0 204009142040.091420400914

hexacosane
deri thei influenceofinfluenceri oforr an electrici

current we have found in dibenzooibenzodibenio is18 crowncrowne6

our calorimetric determinations figure 6
that in water solutions one of
them interacts very strongly with potassium and not at all
with sodium 1213 thus they fill two criteria they are selective
toward metal ions and they do transport ions across mem-
branes unfortunately they don t have the property of re-
acting specifically with sodium as the actual carrier molecule
does but the behavior we have observed lead us to some fur-
ther experiments these cyclicpolyetherscyclicpolyethers are unusual in having
a large central cavity ringed with oxygen atoms which are well
known for their ability to bind metals in figure 7 is shown a
model of a cyclic polyether metal complex the red balls rep-
resent six oxygen atoms and the ball in the center represents
a metal ion you can see that the fit is quite good some of the
cyclic polyethers we have studied are very unusual among
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chemical compounds in interacting very strongly with potas-
sium but not at all with sodium

having learned these things we now have two further
objectives in mind first we would like to find a compound
of this general type which reacts strongly with sodium
but not at all with potassium and second we would like
to understand why these compounds are selective toward
sodium and potassium in the first place looking at the com-
pound in figure 7 it is tempting to say that it is just a matter

figure 7 model of dibenzodibenio 18 crown 6 shows complex with metal ion
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of size potassium will fit and sodium which is much smaller
will not we have learned however that this simple idea is
only partly true there are a number of other factors which
must be considered I1 have shown in figure 8 several com-
pounds which illustrate some of these factors we are present-
ly studying the effect on metal selectivity of replacing part or
all of the oxygen atoms represented by 0 by sulfur atoms

represented by S as seen in the structures on the lower right
we are also studying the effect
of using a different size ring
and of placing other atoms or0 0 0 0 groups at various places on the
molecule or of making the cal0 0 cr0
orimetrictrimetricorimetric measurements in sol-
vents other than water in ad-
dition we are cooperating with

0 0 S dr kent dalley of the chem-
istryco department in an xrayX ray

0 0 study designed to learn where
the metal is located relative to

figure 8 the ring atoms in the solid me-
tal complex we have learned

one interesting thing so far in this study an xrayX ray study made
in great britain showed that rubidium was in the center of
but slightly above the plane of ring atoms 14 we have looked
at the potassium compound and found the potassium to be in
the center of the plane of atoms which is consistent with the
fact that potassium is a somewhat smaller atom than rubidium
and also with our calorimetric determination of the extent of
binding of the two with the cyclicpolyethercyclicpolyether potassium being
bound about twice as tightly as rubidium 12121313

we suspect that there are structural similarities between
our model compounds and the actual substances which carry
sodium across the membrane and that the ring structure is a
very important part of the natural carrier molecule we have
found that exactly similar compounds which do not have the
ends connected to form a ring do not have any affinity for
either sodium or potassium the formation of the ring is
necessary at least in water solutions for the metal complex
to exist these cyclicpolyethercyclicpolyether compounds resemble structural-
ly several classes of cyclic antibiotics which show the same
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sodium potassium differentiation and also transport metals
across membranes under the influence of an electric current
examples of these antibiotics as given in figure 9 are valino
mycinmacin and nonactinnactinnonactionno which have ring structures and inwardly
directed oxygen atoms As I1 indicated earlier proteins are
important structural constituents of membranes it is not diffi-
cult to visualize how protein molecules or certain parts of
them could behave toward sodium and potassium in a way
similar to that we see in the cyclic polyethers and antibiotics

there are several areas in which we anticipate that our
experiments will have some value first since we are working
with compounds which behave in a similar way to the as yet un-
known carrier substances in membranes we hope to be able by
varying the experimental conditions to find specific compounds
which exactly mimic these substances we can then by
judicious experimentation learn the factors which cause these
cyclicpolyethercyclicpolyether compounds to have their observed selectivities
and hopefully suggest reasons why this selectivity is shown in
the intact nerve cell second the results of our experiments
will provide us and others with information which could lead
to improved theories of cell membrane structure and give a
better idea of what to look for in the way of carrier molecules
third we hope to learn more about the general process of
transport across cell membranes this transport is not limited to
metals or to nerve cells all materials used by living organisms
in their life processes pass through membranes since this is
the only way they or their breakdown products can enter the
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cell where transformation into materials which can be used by
the organism takes place

in addition many cells have the remarkable property of
being able to concentrate certain metal ions or other sub-
stances this concentration process amounts to a transport
of the metal involved against a concentration gradient that
is the metal moves from a region of low concentration to
one of high concentration the driving force for this move-
ment is not well understood one example of this is the
transport of sodium out of the cell after a nerve impulse
another example is the concentration of the element chromium
by a nucleoprotein in beef liver by a factor of 20000 over
the amount in the surrounding medium A third example
is to be found in the normally highly acid condition of our
stomach the amount of acid in the stomach is maintained
approximately one million times higher than the amount
in the fluid from which it comes which is just on the other
side of the stomach membrane we would hope that the
results of our research will shed light on how the cells in
living organisms can do these remarkable things

fourth there are many potential industrial applications for
effective ion separation procedures our work could lead to the
design of effective artificial membranes or ion exchange mater-
ials with the property of distinguishing between very similar
metals such as sodium and potassium or calcium and mag-
nesium this type of membrane or ion exchange material
would be welcome news to many industries such as those in-
volved in the petroleum and chemical businesses where un-
wanted metals frequently contaminate the main product or
where it is desired to recover the metals economically another
possible application of this type would be in saline water
conversion where it is desired to effectively remove metals
such as sodium calcium and magnesium to make water suit-
able for drinking or for industrial processes

last many serious diseases involve the central nervous
system or other parts of the nerve network increased under-
standing of the normal and abnormal operation of this system
is therefore of obvious importance in the treatment or preven-
tion of such diseases we would hope that the basic informa-
tion obtained in our study concerning the reaction of metals
with cyclicpolyetherscyclicpolyethers will provide this increased understanding
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of this most important life process recently at the annual meet-
ing of the 12th annual science writers seminar of the american
cancer society a report was made that the division of body cells
is controlled precisely by the amounts of sodium and potassium
on either side of the cell membrane 15le mr clarence D
cone jr head of NASA s molecular biophysics laboratory at
langley field virginia reported that cells having large nega-
tive membrane voltages seldom if ever divide whereas cells
with small negative electrical potentials divide at maximum
rates since malignancy is related to uncontrolled cell growth
the interest in this idea is obvious

in summary then our research program involves primarily
the application of calorimetry to the measurement of those
energy changes which occur when metals interact with sub-
stances of biological interest specifically we are interested
in understanding better the processes by which living organ-
isms transport metals in nerve conduction and how they are
able to remove and concentrate metals from their environment
knowledge obtained about these processes should be useful
in a wide variety of applications again dr christensen and
I1 express our appreciation for this honor thank you
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EWU IV
nink
dennis smith

dennis smith is a young mormon artist who was born and reared in alpine
utah his graduate work at brigham young university was interrupted by
a commission which he accepted at the royal academy of art at copenhagen
where he studied until 1968 when he returned to alpine to continue with
his sculpturing
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kristina was
dennis smith s

danish grandmother
who after joining
the church was filled
with the spirit of
emigrating to zion
this sculpting depicts
dennis s imagining
her standing
on the beach
looking out over
the western sea with
the sea wind blowing
her hair and clothes
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higher up

dennis smith

to get up here
is quite a climb
because the branches
on the way
are often ffargarar apart
and big around
so big around in fact
that I1 can t grip them
but must almost
hug them up in places
however
bigger limbs
mean bigger trees
and once past all the bigger limbs
the smaller limbs feel better
even though you re higher up

and higher up
is better too
because
it gives more view

from dennis smiths star counter trilogy art publications 1970 re-
printed by permission of the author
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it s funny
how the people
all down there
don t know
that I1 m up here
that makes me feel
like I1 know something
they don t know
that I1 m up here that is

there s george mcdaniel
driving through his orchard
with a trailer
full of ladders
on behind his tractor
in the orchard grass

I1 wonder
if he realizes
that the neighbor boy
is in his tallest poplar

I1 doubt it or he d look

why even if
he put his ladder
to the tallest apple tree
he d be
so far below
that id be looking down
to watch him pick
and all the while I1 think
the wind slides
through the leaves
in rustles
and the limb
to which I1 cling
sways from back
to forth again

he d never see
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and billy devey s wife
just stepped outside
to cuss her kid
she doesndoean t know
that I1 m up here
for if she did
she wouldnwouldnt t have to worry
what her kid was doing
I1 ve been watching
since her kid came out
a while ago
and even though
he looked up once or twice
he never saw

and maud beck
owen s widow
on her way home
from the store
walked past
and little dreamt
a boy clung grinning
in the poplar
by the road she walked along

I1 even coughed
as she went by
and wasngasn t heard

I1 may be
awfully high
here in my poplar tree
still I1 wonder
if there isncisn t someone
higher up than I1 am
in another poplar
looking down at me



ideals of mormonscormons and gentiles
in utah and other states

VIRGIL B SMITH

it has been reported by bishop pike 1967 that the per-
centage of US population affiliated with a church has
changed recently from an increasing trend to a decreasing
trend he claimed that during this same period there has been
an increase in the sale of books about religious topics 1 one
possible interpretation of these two findings is that there may
be differences in the values which are held by church members
and others

how may such values be measured one way is that used
by christie and merton 1958 to measure the values of med-
ical students 2 using a similar technique I1 attempted to measure
some values of college students by having them anonymously
mark semantic differential scales osgood 1957 to describe
what the phrase ideal people meant to them 3 the adjectives
used at opposite ends of the seven step scales were carelessac
curate foolishwisefoolish wise restrictiverestrictivedemocraticdemocratic negativepositivenegative positive
boringinterestingboring interesting selfishselfishunselfishunselfish changeablestablechangeable stable dis
honesthonesthonest honest inefficientefficientinefficient efficient unfairfairunfair fair illogicallog
ical and worthlessvaluableworthless valuable these scales were marked first
by 254 students at a public utah college 76 percent of whom
were mormonscormonsMormons because the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints has not decreased in size but has continued a steady
growth it was assumed that the mormon sample s average

dr smith is associate professor of sociology at youngstown state university
youngstown ohio

jamesames A pike unpublished speech at central washington state college
ellensburgellensbergEllensburg washington 1967

richard christie and robert K merton procedures for the sociological
study of the values climate of medical schools journal of medical education
vol 33 10 part 2 ppap 125153125 153

charles E osgood george J suci and percy H tannenbaum the
measurement of meaning urbana university of illinois press 1957 p 342
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scores on the scales would represent values of people relatively
satisfied with their church membership and that the non mor
mon scores would represent values of people who were not
so satisfied

in this exploratory study it was found that the average mark
of the mormon students was closer to the idealistic end of all
of these scales compared to the average mark of the other stu-
dents see figure 1 the mean scores of both groups were on
the more ideal half of the scales but the mormon scores in-
dicated the mormonscormons placed the higher value on being ac-
curate wise democratic positive unselfish stable honest ef-
ficientficient fair and logical and that ideal people were more in-
terestingte and valuable on 11 of these 12 scales this difference
was statistically significant because it was too large to attribute
to chance the scale showing an insignificant amount of dif-
ference was the changeablestablechangeable stable scale are these differen-
ces to be found with gentiles in other states too

to check on this the scales were given to gentiles in three
other states and the utah mormon sample was compared with
these other non mormon samples of about 200 students each
in public colleges of washington louisiana and ohio in all
three of these comparisons the results contradicted the find-
ings within utah for example the average responses of wash-
ington and louisiana gentiles were essentially the same as
utah mormonscormonsMormons and in contrast to the 11 significant differ-
ences found between the mormonscormons and the utah gentiles only
three significant differences were found between ohio gen-
tiles and utah mormonscormonsMormons I1 interpreted these three later com-
parisonspari sons to mean that the differences between the two utah
responses could not be explained on the basis of mormon af-
filiation alone

what could explain them then one possible explanation
is implicit in an assertion by marden and meyer 1962 that
dominant group members share a common value system dif-
ferent from the minority group which they dominate 4 to in-
vestigatevestigate the dominant minority difference further the scales
were given to about 70 negro public college students in louisi-
ana when their average responses were compared with those
of the louisiana white students five significant differences

charles F marden and gladys meyer minorities in american society
and2nd ed new york american book co 1962 497 ppap
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were found when the average negro responses were com-
pared with thoseofthose of the utah mormonscormonsMormons the mormon scores
were also found to be significantly different on five scales
this was almost identical with the louisiana white differences
on four of these scales the mormon sample differed signif-
icantly from both the negro sample and utah gentile sample
honest fair positive efficient and on these same four scales
the mormon responses were the same as those of the other two
non catholic dominant groups on three of these scales the
catholic dominant group was the same as the mormonscormonsMormons to
this extent the dominant group members did share values the

IDEAL PEOPLE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

careless accurate
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restnctiverestrictive democratic

negative t positive

boring interesting

selfish j unselfish
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two minority groups shared three values on which they were
significantly different from all the dominant groups un-
selfish fair and logical

although such evidence lends support to a dominant min
orityarity explanation of differences other evidence does not for
example on five scales the mormon scores were similar to all
the non utah scores including the negro scores in other
words only the utah gentiles responded differently in these
cases it would seem that the five groups who share these val-
ues have a better chance for successful communication and
mutual acceptance than do the two utah groups

without more information it is not clear why there are
so many differences between the utah samples perhaps the
differences in the values studied here combined with other
values not studied here on caffeine tobacco alcohol etc
are magnified and multiplied by closer contact between these
two groups



abraham in egypt
A collation of evidence
for the case of the missing wife

THOMAS W MACKAY

commentators have always been bothered by the morality
of abraham s action while in egypt for the patriarch claimed
to be his wife s brother not her husband expressions have
varied from blatant condemnation he was guilty of prev-
aricationarication and deceit he lost his perfect trust in god s guard-
ianshipianship and he endangered his wife s chastity and honour in
selfish care for his own safety 1 to augustine s uncomfort-
able dismissal he silenced a little bit of truth he didndian t say
anything false 2 one minister called it unquestionable that
abraham suffered from his sinful agreement with sarah 3

and a contemporary scholar deplores the action as being a
cynical utilitarian consideration 4 calvin applauds the end

sought his life however he cannot fully excuse the means
employed the lie 5 luther himself hard pressed to justify
the lie remarks that the scripture is difficult for exegetesexegeses to
explain

there have never been any theologians or other readers
whom the passage before us would not have offended even

thomas W mackay a doctoral candidate in classics at stanford university
is a specialist in latin paleography and ancient and medieval historiography
he was awarded a study and research grant to study at the vatican 197019711970 1971
by the mabelle mcleod lewis memorial fund
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among the jews it is so amazing so full of questions and
offenses especially if it is correctly understood for here of-
fenses both of faith and of morals reveal themselves the
jews like those sevenfold asses the stoics interpret this
action quite harshly and accuse abraham of a sin so great
that they maintain it was punished among his descendants
by the egyptian captivity 6

skinner 7 still uneasy after making every explanation possible
states lastly it is assumed that in the circumstances lying is
excusable the gravity of the problem is seen in the impli-
cations noted by the jerusalem bible

the purpose of this narrative is to commemorate the
beauty of the ancestress of the race the astuteness of its
patriarch the protection that god afforded them the story
reflects a stage of moral development when a lie was still
considered lawful under certain circumstances and when the
husbands life meant more than his wife s honour god was
leading man to an appreciation of the moral law but this
appreciation was gradual

this all sounds so very familiar the utter helplessness of
rabbinical patristic and contemporary writers to understand
abraham every phase of the motifs of sacrifice and obedience
represents a stumbling block in fact there is no moral or eth-
ical justification for abraham s actions despite all the casuiscabuis
tries and sophistriessophis tries conjured up by learned minds all the
protestations all the confusion all the embarrassment only
demonstrates the bankruptcy of the world the story of abra-
ham has dumbfounded learned commentators for centuries
now people are beginning to look to abraham not moses
for the origin of the covenant but their efforts still leave them
baffled and only emphasize their discomfort the book of
abraham gives us the new material needed for reevaluation
leading to understanding

whenever confronting a problem we should first scrutinize
the ancient evidence and ascertain just what the limits are to
the evidence proper frequently this gives us a fresh approach
and shows possible weaknesses in our analysis also we often
discover that we have somehow failed to consider some very
obvious possibilities which are clear in the evidence but ob

clmartin luther luthers works vol 2 lectures on genesis ed jaroslav
pelikan and daniel E poellot st louis concordia publishing house 1960
ppap 288 292

johnohn skinner international critical commentary A critical and exegeti-
cal commentary on genesis 2ndand ed edinburgh T & T clarkdarkoark 1956 p 249
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scared by presuppositions we propose here to go back and
study the story of abraham accounts in genesis jubileesJubil ees
jasherbasher genesis apocryphon 8 and the book of abraham

genesis and the book of jubileesJubilees c third century B C
provide the most abbreviated accounts in fact according to
dupont sommer the author of jubileesJubilees takes great care to
compress the narrative as though to suppress everything which
might question the loyalty and character of abraham 9 the
book of jasherbasher which is purported to be the book mentioned
in joshua 1013 and 2 samuel 118 and the genesis apocry-
phon embellish the story with details drawn from jewish lore10lore
and consequently present more expanded versions although
the book of abraham devotes only a small portion of our
present text to the sojourn in egypt it would seem to judge
from facsimile no 3 that abraham after recording his reve-
lation of the creation chapters 353 5 probably continued his
personal narrative however the few verses which do remain
offer one very interesting point stated by no other source
namely that god commanded abraham to use the brother
sister device abraham 225

the text of these five accounts is given in parallel columns
A comparison of the sources raises several questions of which
the following will be briefly considered 1 1 the antiquity of
the book of abraham 2 god s intervention and abraham s

lie 3 abraham s healing pharaoh 4 abraham on
pharaoh s throne and 5 the wife sister motif

THE ANTIQUITY OF THE BOOK OF ABRAHAM

dupont sommer assents to the affinities of the genesis
apocryphon with jubileesJubilees although he is somewhat reluctant

nahmanahman avigad and yigael yadinbadin eds A genesis apocryphon A scroll
from the wilderness of judanajudaea jerusalem the magnes press of the heberwbeberw
university 1956 geza vermes the dead seas scrolls in english rev balti-
more penguin books 1965 theodor gaster the dead sea scriptures rev
and enlarged ed garden city N Y doubleday 1964 for a fairly com-
plete bibliography see christoph burchard Bibliographbibliographicie zu den handschriften
vom toten meer BZAW 76 195711957 and 89 196511965 jubileesJubil ees is included
in R H charles the apocrypha and pseudepigrapha of the old testament
2 vols NY oxford U P 1963 an old translation of jasherbasher has been
recently reprinted the book of tasherlashertashey salt lake city J H parry & co
1887

A dupont sommer essene writings from quaranqumran cleveland & N Y
world publishing co 1962 p 285 n 4

many of the stories may be found in louis ginzberg the legends of the
jews 5 vols trans henrietta szold philadelphia the jewish publication
society of america 1913
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to accept the opinion of avigad and yadinbadin in the editioedicio
princeps that the scroll may have served as a source for a
number of stories told more concisely in the book of enoch
and the book of jubileesJubilees these last two books may be at-
tributedtributed to the fourth third or second centuries B Cc12 con-
sequently the composition of the genesis apocryphon would
antedate those even though the scroll itself the earliest
aramaic example of pseudoepigraphicpseudoepigraphic literature that has come
down to us 13 is dated between 50 B C and 70 A D 14 it
should be obvious that the date of any given manuscript of
ancient literature is hardly ever the date of composition and
that the date of composition will not always be the origin of
any particular element the homeric question should be suf-
ficient to warn us about that to cite merely one specific
example of how an ancient account can be preserved for cen-
turies without leaving any written trace even among literate
people the story of the two pieces of the coat of joseph re-
lated by the book of mormon and by tha labi an arab writ-
ing in the eleventh century A D 15 must have been passed

avigad and yadinbadin p 38 italics theirs
12cfcf W F albright from the stone age to christianity 2ndand ed balti-

more johns hopkins press 1946 ppap 26667266 67
avigad and yadinbadin p 39 cf manfred H lehmann 1 I1 Q genesis

apocryphon in the light of the targumimtargumirnTargumtargumicirnim and midrashimmidrashicMidrashim revue de quaranqumran
1 1958591958 59 p 251

avigad and yadinbadin p 38 geza vermes studiastudio post biblicalbiblica vol 4
scripture and tradition in judaism haggadic studies leiden E J brill
196111961iggi p 96 n 2 prefers the second century B C as does H H rowley

notes on the aramaic of the genesis apocryphon hebrew and semitic
studies presented to godfrey rolles driver ed D W thomas and W D
mchardy N Y oxford U P 1963119631965 ppap 11629116 29 but H E del medico
the riddle of the scrolls london burke 195711957 p 178 had tried to date

it to the second century A D see also E Y kutscher datldaticatldatingng the language
of the genesis apocryphon JBL vol 76 1957 ppap 28892288 92 P winter
das aramaischearamnischearamarama ischeNischekische genesis apocryphon TLZ vol 82 1957 ppap 25762257 62

E Y kutscher schiptascripta Hierosolymitan a vol 4 the language of the gene-
sissis apocryphon A preliminary study aspects of the dead sea scrolls ed
C rabin and Y yadinbadin jerusalem the magnes of the hebrew university
1958 ppap 28396283 96 reviewed by G molin revue de qumranquaran vol 1 1958-
59591 ppap 28485284 85 J W doeve lallamechLainech s achterdocht in 1 Q genesisgeness
apocryphon nederlands theologischTheolo gisch tijdschrift vol 15 19606119606111960 611gil61 p 414
asserts that 1 Q gen ap is een essenseessensa midrasjmidrashmidrasj matthew black the
scrolls and christian origins N charles scribners sons 196111961iggi p 193
calls attention to the anthropomorphic god of G A 22 27 cf gen 151
nbab acts 7 2 as differing from the targumstargums which eschew anthropo-
morphism

hugh nibley an approach to the book of mormon 2ndand ed salt lake
city deseret book co 1964 ppap 17780177 80 the testament of zebulon vol 4
10 cf marc philonenkoPhilonenko les interpolations chretienneschr6tienneschretiennes des testaments des
douze patriarchedpatriarchesPatriarches et les manuscripts de qoumran revue dhistoire et de
Philophilosophicsophie religieuses vol 39 195911959 p 33 is not relevant
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on for more than sixteen centuries in the near east and even
longer if it remounts historically to the actual event As to the
abraham story vermes assures us that genesis apocryphon
is securely established within the current of tradition whose
origins inherited eventually by targumic and midrashic litera-
ture must derive from an earlier age 16

naturally this does not mean that everything in the genesis
apocryphon is factual or even that all of it antedates the fourth
century B C nevertheless there are some considerations that
ought to be made first the earlier portion of the genesis
apocryphon account is related in the first person second the
earlier part of the narrative is rich with haggadic amplifica-
tions 17 third the later portion is told in the third person
and fourth it adheres much more strictly to the biblical text
it seems therefore to be a conflation of biblical narrative and
extra biblical stories this indicates that genesis apocryphon
as we know it was probably composed some two to four cen-
turies before our extant copy was made and it includes some
old accounts not in genesis but it is not necessary to suppose
that if one source gives a fuller story than another the longer
version perforce is a more recent expansion of the shorter
account 18 where genesis apocryphon does not follow the
strict biblical narrative on abraham it relates a lengthy first
person story from old jewish lore

the book of abraham employs the first person as does
genesis apocryphon and the nature of the history and es-

peciallypecially the creation ritual are so sacred that the pearl of great
price abraham might not have been circulated as widely as

other possibly abridged versions yet both the book of
abraham and genesis apocryphon agree in employing the
first person and in narrating an instance of god s intervention
to protect the righteous the nature of the differences and
similarities of the pearl of great price PGP account to our

vermes p 123 italics ours cf J T milik studies in biblical theology
no 26 ten years of discovery in the wilderness of judanajudaea trans J strug-
nell napervilleNaperville ill111111.iliiiilii alecalee R allenson 1959 p 31 the genesis apocry-
phon even if it contains sections translated verbatim from the hebrew of
genesis is no true targum nor midrash rather it is an ambitious compilation
of traditional lore concerning the patriarchs n b lehmann p 249

vermes p 96
cf infra ppap 8 9 see hugh nibley the unknown abraham im-

provementprovement era vol 72 no I11 jan 1969 ppap 262726 27
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other sources would therefore indicate that quite apart from
the palaeographical date of the papyrus joseph smith used
and not worrying about how he used it the story antedates
these other sources

GODS intervention AND ABRAHAMS LIE

the revelation and commandment to abraham to claim
that sarah was his sister is related in varying thought not
contradictory terms by the PGP commandment by the lord s

voice and genesis apocryphon a dream interpreted by
abraham dreams were a regular means of divine com-
municationmunication in the old testament and so genesis apocryphon
does not need to specify that this one camefromcamcame fromefrom god rather
it leaves the interpretation to abraham since the identifica-
tion of abraham and sarah with the cedar and the palm is an
established part of the tradition 19 this aspect of the dream
presents no difficulty still it is left to abraham s ingenuity
to devise the she is my sister trick in contrast to all other
sources the PGP specifies that god told abraham what he
was to do he was therefore acting by commandment and to
do otherwise would have been just as much a sin as for nephi
101too have failed to kill laban 20

to understand the internal conflict this divine inductioninjuction
may have caused abraham we need only to recollect his state-
ment at the beginning of the PGP account

and finding there was greater happiness and peace and
rest for me I1 sought for the blessings of the fathers and the
right whereunto I1 should be ordained to administer the same
having been myself a follower of righteousness desiring also
to be one who possessed great knowledge and to be a greater
follower of righteousness and to possess a greater knowledge
and to be a father of many nations a princeince of peace and
desiring to receive instructions and toteepto keep the command-
ments of god I1 became a rightful heir a high priest hold-
ing the right belonging to the fathers abraham 12

so here we have a righteous man who desires perfection and
who has just received the promise of land a righteous numer-
ous posterity etc 21 now the lord tests abraham and sarah

avigad and yadinbadin ppap 232425242523 24 lehmann p 257 cf Ps 42342 3 vermes p
112

101l nephi 451945 19 34
zabraha2abrahaabrahamm 261126 11
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it is strange that the one thing which would have averted
the need of covering up for the great patriarch of the house
of israel should have dropped out of later tradition and
should appear only in modified form in genesis apocryphon
at any rate we do have here an instance of an account given
by revelation through joseph smith being corroborated in a
certain measure by one of the dead sea scrolls it would indi-
cate that at the time of composition of genesis apocryphon
the story of god s intervention before abraham entered egypt
had not yet altogether been lost from the tradition the im-
portance of establishing the concept that abraham was acting
under god s directive cannot be overstated 1 it vindicates
the patriarch of an action where his righteousness is seriously
questioned 2 it pictures the patriarch deeply grieved not at
his own mistake as many would have it but at what has
happened despite his following explicitly what god had com-
manded we can now understand that 3 abraham s so-
journ in egypt was a period of severe trial where he adhered
strictly to what god had directed and 4 that abraham
continued to trust in god even in times of serious adversity
when it seemed as though the covenant would never be ful-
filled hence instead of viewing abraham as jeopardizing
the covenant we rather see him relying on god when god
seems to be effectively terminating the covenant or to put it
more bluntly abraham s trial when ordered to sacrifice isaac
was preceded by at least one other similar instance when
because he was doing what god had instructed him to do his
covenant seemed doomed to extinction while he was in egypt
both times he chose to honor and obey god both times he
proved that his loyalty to god and his confidence in god s

knowledge and power were stronger than any impulse to turn
against god in time of crisis by faith he retained the coven-
ant recovered sarah and returned with great wealth to his
promised land he had been tested tried and proven worthy
of his blessings his trial in egypt prepared him for the time
when god instructed him to sacrifice his son and abraham
it will be remembered had nearly been sacrificed himself 22

one other aspect of the trial must not be overlooked the
2 abraham 152015 20 cf fac 1 see also hugh nibley s discussion of human

sacrifice and the pharaonic cult in the improvement era vol 72 feb sept
1969
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sojourn in egypt was to prove sarahs willingness to obey her
husband in his righteous obedience and she too showed her-
self faithful abraham s covenant was not for himself alone
but in conjunction with sarah hence both abraham and sarah
were tested in egypt

ABRAHAMS HEALING PHARAOH

genesis apocryphon recounts a healing by the laying on
of hands and we can substantiate from other sources that
this was well within abraham s right and power hence the
healing scene may well be an authentic story antedating the
introduction of the mosaic law in galatians 38 paul affirms
that the gospel was taught to abraham 23 and we know that
melchizedek ordained abraham 24 the order of the priest-
hood abraham held sufficient for exaltation25exaltation225 includes the
keys of such spiritual blessings as the healing of the sick 26

so it was within abraham s right to perform such a miracle
provided that he had already received the priesthood prior
to entering egypt the book of abraham intimates that he
did but when and from whom what then did he receive
from melchizedek was it the keys of presidency which
seems to be the most important aspect of the birthright he
transmitted in a patriarchal order

dupont sommer observes that the old testament prophets
imposed their hands for many purposes but not for heal-
ing 227 this is understandable sincesince the 0 T is almost entirely
the record of the house of israel under the law of moses
that is without the melchizedek priesthood 2821 yet even so
there was some knowledge of healing for josephus informs
us that the essenesespenes healed the sick 29 and in jubileesJubilees x 121412 14 30

angels teach noah about medicines to combat sickness sent
by evil spirits dupont sommer also cites the prayer of na

cf joseph fielding smith ed teachings of the prophet joseph smith
cited TPJSTPJSI salt lake city deseret book co 1959 p 60

dacd&c 8414 TPJS ppap 32223322 23 cf gen 1418201418 20

dac2d&cd&c 13229
jas 51315513 15 dac 4243444243 44 rfcf dacd&c 669 8468
A dupont sommer exorcismesExorcismes et guerisonsgu6risonsGuerisons dans les ecrissecrits de qoumboum

rinran supplements to vetus testamentum 7 congress volume oxford 1959
leiden E J brill 1960 p 251 and n 1

tefs8tpistpfs p 181 dacd&c 84198419278419 27
jos bell lud vol 2 p 136
vermes p 124 identifies jubileesJubilees as an essene recension
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bonidbenid fragments recovered from qumranquaran cave IV 31 as an
example of exorcism and healing his assertion is that the
therapeutic stories are rather late essene accretions to the
legends there are to be sure very definite affinities with
new testament miracles 1 1 sickness is associated with and
caused by sin 2 healing includes exorcism of the evil
spirit and therefore a forgiveness of sins preceding the heal-
ing 3 prayer is often offered before the ordinance of the
laying on of hands 4 the healing is effected through the
authoritative laying on of the hands 32

these are precisely such similarities as we would expect
to find in a full dispensation and in the parallel story related
in gen 20 abraham is instrumental in healing abimelechavimelechAbimelech
gen 2017182017 18 certainly this account is not essene so

there is an ancient tradition which appears in a different form
in different sources intimating that abraham did heal at least
one person of royal station genesis apocryphon may well be
recording an early account of some historical event when it
has abraham tell how he healed pharaoh in light of our
other evidence we need not assume that dupont sommer has
correctly identified the origin of the story certainly an am-
plified version need not always be presumed to be more re-
cent than the simple one especially when dealing with his-
torical material33material33 the book of mormon offers familiar evi-
dence which confutes that assumption

with our new collation of sources we can reevaluate the
evidence for example scholars have regularly condemned
josephus and eupolemuspolemusEu for claiming that abraham taught

dupont sommer ppap 253 ftff cf J T milik priereariere de nabonideNabonide et
autres ecrissecrits d un cycle de daniel fragments aram6ensarameensArameens de qumranquaran 4 revue
bibliqueBib lique vol 63 1956 ppap 407411407 411

dupont sommer ppap 252 261 see also D flusser healing through
the laying on of hands in a dead sea scroll israel exploration journal vol
7 1957 ppap 107108107 108 W H brownlee the meaning of the quiranqumranqumnin scrolls
for the bible N Y oxford U P 1964 ppap 12021120 21 H nibley qumranquaran
and the companions of the cave revue de quaranqumran vol 5 1965
ppap 19596195 96 geza vermes essenesespenes therapeutainerapeutaitherapeutae qumranquaran durham university
journal ns vol 21 1959601959 60 ppap 9711597 115 geza vermes the etymology
ofor essenesespenesEssenes revue de quaranqumran vol 2 1959601959 60 ppap 42743427 43 J P audet

qumranquaran et la notice de pline sur les esseniensess6niens revue bibliqueBib lique vol 68
1961 ppap 34687346 87 H G schonfeld zumzurn segriffbegriff therapeutaitherapeutae bei philo von

alexandria revue de quaranqumran vol 3 1961621961 62 ppap 21940219 40 geza vermes
essenesespenesEssenes and therapeutaitherapeutae revue de quaranqumran vol 3 1961621961 62 ppap 495504495 504

for instance the account related inn gen 18 appears to belong to a
longer and more personal story of abraham james barr theophany and
anthropomorphism in the old testament supp to V T incitedcited supra n 27127
vol 7 1959 p 38
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the egyptians astronomy 34 nevertheless the cosmology of the
PGP indicates just such a possibility particularly since abra-
ham interrupts the egypt sojourn account to relate how
through the urimarim and thummin abraham 31 and the
11 records of the fathers abraham 131 he learned of the
universe and the creation we may assume that after con-
cluding the creation account and possibly a brief sketch of
the earlier dispensations he continued his personal history
one other thing is relevant facsimile no 3 notes that abra-
ham is sitting on pharaoh s throne with the consent of
pharaoh teaching the egyptians astronomy35astronomy3515

but the fact that he is represented as sitting on the throne
is indeed strange for that was the prerogative only of
pharaoh in the may 1956 improvement era hugh nibley
applied to facsimile no 3 helck s study of egyptian royal
succession a process of adoption 36 some of the striking fea-
tures are 1 the pharaoh and his son are represented as
women since 2 coronation scenes always include two wo-
men goddesses to effect the transmission of authority 3
the scene takes place in egypt 4 on pharaoh s throne 5

abraham is wearing the sacred atef crown and 6 holding
the heqathenat scepter the scepter of justice and judgementjudgement 37

was pharaoh trying to make some sort of agreement
with abraham to share the rule of egypt with him if he
would share the priesthood does the coronation scene help
explain the extensive presents and great wealth which abra-
ham received from pharaoh also what is the significance
of pharaoh bestowing purple regal clothing to sarah Is
this too relevant we must remember cyrus H gordon
informs us 38 that abraham was a basileus or king of the
homeric type and that he was quite at ease in the company
of kings and so when he left egypt pharaoh provided a
royal escort

jos ant lud vol 1 p 167 Eupolemus is paraphrased by alexander
polyhistor whom eusebius quotes euseb graeppraep ev vol 9 17 PG p 21
708c 7ogal709abogal

times and seasons vol 3 no 14 whole number 50 may 16 1842
ppap 78384783 84

W helck aptratrpt auf dem thron des gb orientalia ns vol 19 1950
ppap 41634416 34

hugh nibley there were jareditesJared ites improvement era vol 59 1956
p 310

cyrus H gordon abraham of ur hebrew and semitic studies
cited supra n 14114 esp ppap 78 82
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THE WIFE SISTER MOTIF

E A speiser 39 concludes that the wife sister motif is very
ancient and in fact remounts to the patriarchal age it is
therefore relevant to consider extra biblical evidence and in
so doing gordon notes a striking parallel in the three
genesis accounts of the disposable wife gen 1210201210 20
20118201 18 26611266 11 helen menelaus paris and the kret epic
incidentally on the basis of literary criticism the PGP presents
elements of the abraham story even more explicitly and ac-
curatelycura tely than genesis in the patriarchal narratives elements
which gordon dates to the thirteenth or fourteenth century
B C 40

speiser has written concerning a special legal adoption
process among the hurriansjurriansHurrians whereby one s wife could have
simultaneously the status of sister 1441 after examining the
evidence of the cuneiform sources speiser applies the custom
to our biblical narrative and concludes that sarah was terah s

daughter by adoption which is why the relationship was not
duly recorded in genesis 11 at all events sarah had adequate
credentials to qualify in one way or another as abraham s

sister in the broader sense of the term 4241 yet all this is but
a weak apology a dodge the ambiguity of the dual usage
of sister was used to disguise the situation to pharaoh for
he was duped as abraham and sarah and the lord knew he
would be

there are many other things which need to be considered
and those who want to dispose of the book of abraham are
doing justice neither to themselves nor the ancient evidence
abraham s account is essentially a dialogue on priesthood
authority from god vs authority through nimrod the
disappearance of this history caused later compilers to confuse
and change the story to such a point that it no longer portrays

E A speiser the wife sister motif in the patriarchal narratives
biblical and other studies ed A altmann cambridge harvard U P 1963
ppap 152815 28

cyrus H gordon the common background of greek and hebrew civi-
lizations N Y W W norton 1965 ppap 13155131 55 228 n 1 cf T B L
webster from mycenae to homer N Y W W norton 1964 ppap 649064 90
with other references at n 2 p 64 see also cyrus H gordon the patriar-
chal age journal of bible and religion vol 21 1953 ppap 23843238 43 cyrus
H gordon the patriarchal narratives JNESines vol 13 1954 ppap 565956 59
cf leonard wolley abraham recent discoveries and hebrew origins N Y
charles scribner s sons 1936

speiser p 17
ibid p 26 cf abraham 22 genesis 2012
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clearly the extent of god s approval and direction of abra-
ham s life witness the difference between sarah giving hagar
to abraham gen 1613161 3 and the lord commanding it

god commanded abraham and sarah gave hagar to
abraham to wife and why did she do it because this was
the law and from hagar sprang many people this there-
fore was fulfilling among other things the promises

was abraham therefore under condemnation verily I1
say unto you nay for 1I the lord commanded it

D & C 132343513234 35

conclusion
in summary we find that by collating our ancient sources

the evidence leads us to several conclusions

1 the story told in the pearl of great price appears to
be much older than the others

2 there is strong literary evidence that the disposable
wife motif was well known in the second milleniummillennium B C

3 genesis apocryphon seems to present a simplified
form of the PGP account to which other probably later em-
bellishmentsbellishments were added

4 one of the early elements of the abraham tradition
was god s intervention to instruct abraham to disguise being
sarah s husband

other elements we may well suspect to be early are 5

the healing of pharaoh and 6 the subsequent coronation
of abraham

7 also one other very common idea is consequently
brought into question the evolutionary development of moral-
ity in the biblical world

there are indeed many aspects of the life of abraham
which cry for clarification and it seems a shame that there
are so few LDS scholars willing to examine intelligently the
myriad of problems however slothful we may be in the study
of the ancient world joseph smith did not hesitate to bring
forth new evidence about antiquity evidence which remains
new and virtually untouched after so many years we are
amazed both at joseph smith s lack of trepidation and at his
accuracy in giving us long lost information about that great
patriarch abraham
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reality

naomiruthnaomi ruth

some will look
at the crudeness of life
and say this is reality

some will look
at the refinement of life
and say this is reality

the uniquely beautiful crude
and the almost common
untexturedtexturedUn refinement

nothing is life but life itself
this is reality

naomiruthnaomi ruth peterson lives and writes inin provo
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A NOTE ON PROVO TEMPLE SITE 1968

dale T fletcher

PROVO TEMPLE SITE 1968 because they kept asking
me for an example of mormon art I1 waited for a day and a
half out there looking for the temple through an empty picture
frame without ever touching my large white canvas silly sit-
ting among sego lilies waiting for angels to come and pose
faithless and impatient I1 gave up and tried to paint what I1 saw
and failed light descending from heaven cleaving the moun-
tain hallowing redeeming grass baptizing unto newness of
leaf working atonement eternal marriage achieving godhood
with all the winged beings hymning in the wild wheat

mr fletcher is an instructor of art at brigham young university







metallic documents
of antiquity

H CURTIS WRIGHT

while preparing the general exams for the phd at case
western reserve university I1 noticed recurring references to
metallic documents in the literature that pertains in one way
or another to ancient records and libraries most of the re-
ferencesferences were obscure and casual like the merest mention of
various metals in a discussion of ancient book materials or

a sourceless seriation including the nicean creedcreecjcreedjcreedj chinese
books with leaves of gold and the telugu plate as ex-
emplars of writing on metal 2 such references while interest-
ing enough in their own right invariably pose a number of
unanswered questions especially if the reader is interested in
the sensory data of written communications which metals
have been used for the reception of writing in antiquity
what is the telugu plate how can descriptions of the
metallic media of the nicene creed and specific goldleafgold leaf
manuscripts of chinese books be located

references to metallic documents are also found in ancient
classical literature plutarch for example mentions a lycian
spring on the outskirts of the city of xanthus which on one
occasion boiled up of its own accord and overflowed in the
presence of alexander the great depositing a bronze writing
tablet delton chalken at his feet the tablet was inscribed
with ancient writings indicating that the kingdom of the

associate professor of library and information sciences at brigham young
universlUniveruniversaluniversitysl ty dr wright has published various pamphlets and articles and is
author of the booklet ministry of christ he is a specialist in the field of ancient
librarianship

bruceruce M metzger the text of the new testament I1ityitsts transmittransmitransmissionassionssion
corruption and restoration ad2d ed new york oxford university press 1968
p 3 there is typically no further mention of the subject in the entire book

af2f thelma eaton the history of the book an outline and a reading list
ath4th ed champaign ill111111.ililii the illinibillini bookstore 1959 p 12
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persians would be overthrown by the greeks alexander
therefore encouraged by the metallic document proceeded
forthwith to reduce the coastal areas instead of then and there
waging an all out war with darius 3 there are similar notices
elsewhere in plutarch and in pausanias 4 and they doubtless
occur in other ancient authors

descriptions of metallic documents are relatively easy to
locate if they are properly referenced in citations an example
of such referencing is the use by friedrich blass of the oldest
greek letter extant in order to illustrate certain linguistic
phenomena in a discussion of the so called epistolary aortistaortism
tense 3 the letter is identified as a leaden tablet from the 4thath
century BC and appropriate references are provided blass
of course is more interested in the linguistic information pro-
vided by the document than in its material his only concern
is der aorist im briefstilbriefstilstii the fact that the aorist is in-
scribed in lead is unimportant but his references nevertheless
lead to important discussions of the tablet including transla-
tions and photographic plates 6

most published accounts of metallic documents at least
in classical sources have been effectively removed from the
layman s view by a simple convention of scholarship the
implications of this convention first came to my attention upon
perusing a basic paleographical treatment of ancient writing
materials

of the various materials which have been used to
receive writing there are three viz papyrus vellum and
paper which have displaced all others but of the
other materials several including some which at first sight
seem of a most unpromising character have been largely
used if the ordinary material fail they the ancients must
extemporize a substitute if something more durable is want-
ed metal or stone may take the place of vellum or paper
plutarch life of alexander 17 454 5

de genio socratis 577e F pausanias descriptiodescnptioDescriptdescriptionio graecae 4 26 686 8
friedrich blass grammatik des neutestamentlichen griechisch bearbeitet

vonon albert debrunner 11 auflapfl gottingeng6ttingenrottingenGottingen vandenhoeck u ruprecht 1961
206

adolf deissmann licht nomloinvomrom osten das neue testament und die neu
entdeckten texteteate der hellenistisch n5mischennomischen welt 2 u 3 verb u verm
auflapfl tubingen J C B mohr paul siebeckslebeck 1909 ppap 103104103 104 also
the english translation light from the ancient east new york george
H doran 1927 ppap 15052150 52 for discussion see S witkowski Episepistulaeepislulaelulae
privaprivattepnvataeprivataezaetaefae graecae quae in paporispapyrzspapyris artatisaetatis lagidarumLagi darum servantur edicioedieleditioeditl0 altera
auctiorauction lipsiaeLipsiae 1911 appendix no 1 and A wilhelm der altested1testealceste grie
chischechinche brief jahreshefteJahreshefte des oesterloesterrOesterr archaeolArchaeol instituteinstitut 7 1904 9410594 105
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but with inscriptions on these harder materials we have in
the present work but little to do suchstich inscriptions generally
fall under the head of epigraphy here we have chiefly to
consider the softer materials on which handwriting as dis-
tinct from monumental engraving has been wont to be in-
scribedscribed still there are certain exceptions and to some
extent we shall have to inquire into the employment of
metals clay potsherdspotsherds and wood as well as of leaves bark
linen wax papyrus vellum and paper as materials for
writing 7

it had never really occurred to me prior to reading the
above that scholarly distinctions between documentsmonu
ments 8 palaeographypapyrologyepigraphypalaeography papyrology epigraphy I91 etc tend to
relegate the study of specific aspects of writing to specific
categories within the highly fragmented study of writing 10

once the bibliographical implications of such conventions are
understood however the investigation of this or that phase
of writing is greatly simplified for the student of metallic
documents this means that all sorts of inscriptions on metal
are conventionally regarded by classicists as archaeological
monuments and that scholars therefore tend to describe them
in epigraphical rather than palaeolographical or papyrological
publications thus an inscribed piece of metal may have much
more in common with a sheet of paper than say with the
athenian tribute lists but both are treated as epigraphsepigraphyepigraphs solely
because each of them is hard

the bibliography accompanying this paper attempts to as-
semble some of the scholarly materials which deal with the
metallic documents of antiquity beginning with a know

edward maunde thompson an introduction to greek and latin pale-
ography oxford clarendon 1912 p 8 italics ours ibid ppap 8438 43 for
the entire discussion of ancient writing materials and implements

discussed by john howland rowe archaeology as a career archae-
ology 14 1961 455545 55

for the distinctions between palaeography papyrology and epigraphy with
copious bibliographical coverage of ancient greek and latin writing in general
see martin R P mcguire introduction to classical scholarship a syllabus and
bibliographical guide washington DC catholic university of america press
1961 ppap 8610786 107 papyrology is confined by convention to the investigation
of greek and latin writing on papyrus it should be noted that handbooks
of greek paleography give a large amount of space to papyrology since the
great majority of the earliest extant greek documents written on perishable
materials are papyri the formal separation of paleography and papyrology
from epigraphy however has been mutually disadvantageous to these three
disciplines ibid p 96

on the fragmented study of writing see our metagraphy and graphic
priority a discursus for catalogerscatalogers unpublished phd dissertation case west-
ern reserve university 1969 ppap 303230 32
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ledge of the golden laminae of pyrgipergi 11 the copper scroll from
qumranquaran and a nucleus of sources from the writings of hugh
nibley 12 1I began searching the epigraphical publications of
classical literature the result is a preliminary list which
shows less success in near and far eastern studies than in
classics but nevertheless attempts to document the existence
of at least one exemplar from most geographical areas of
major importance in antiquity

HOW MANY ANCIENT METALLIC DOCUMENTS
probably no one knows precisely how many ancient

metallic documents exist today but nibley s estimate of one
hundred examples is certainly low since the number of roman
military diplomas alone had already exceeded that figure in
1924 13 the metallic document appears very early in the his-
tory of writing and may be found even after the invention
of printing lead for example has been used for writing in
late medieval and early modern times as leaden plates in-
scribed with historical and diplomatic records are still in
existence which belong to the fourteenth and fifteenth cen-
turies 14 it is known also that large collections of metal docu-
ments have existed in antiquity and that they were frequently
reserved for writings of considerable importance

the use of bronze by the greeks and romans as a
material upon which to engrave votive inscriptions laws
treaties and other official documents is established by var-
ious authorities the famous laws of the twelve tables
were engraved upon bronze and were suspended outside the
capitol at rome they most probably perished in the fire

the pyrgipergi plates were a lively topic of conversation among classicists
when I1 became classics librarian at the university of cincinnati in 1965 as
one of the professors had recently seen them on display at the villa giulia in
italy

12seesee especially his lehi in the desert and the world of the naredJaredJareisredjaredilesjareditesdilesiresites salt
lake city bookcraft 1952 and since cumorah salt lake city deseret
book co 1967

nibley since cumorah p 251 these tablets of which only a few over
a hundred examples are known record the grant of roman citizenship and the
right of legal marriage connubium to discharged veterans of foreign birth
helen mcclees inscriptions in the classical collection bulletin of the metro-
politan museum of art 19 1924 167 an earthenware vessel containing more
than 400 small leaden plates was also discovered near styra of boeotia in 1860
E S roberts an intoductionintoduclionintroductioninrointoductionduclion to greek epigraphy part I1 the archaic inscriptions
and the greek alphabet cambridge university press 1887 p 197

henry guppy human records a survey of their history from the begin-
ning bulletin of the john rylands library 27 1942431942 43 197 the plates are
connected with venice and bologna
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which took place in the reign of the emperor vespasian
consuming the capitol and destroying three thousand tablets
of bronze or brass containing the laws treaties and other
important documents of the roman empire 15

how much information has been preserved on ancient
metallic epigraphsepigraphyepigraphs it is too early to attempt definitive ans-
wers to this question as we know of no ancient treatises on
metallic epigraphy and modern treatments of the subject are
widely scattered highly specialized and often difficult to
obtain my own studies have thus far been more search than
research followed by immense frustration over the impossi-
bility of consulting many of the pertinent documents once
their existence is known 10 some preliminary observations on
the contents of metallic documents can be made however al-
though the materials in the following bibliography must await
the careful collation and evaluation of competent scholars in
many fields

most of the epigraphsepigraphyepigraphs listed bear relatively short in-
scriptionsscriptions 17 although there is some evidence to suggest that
the ancients also prepared lengthy metallic texts of which the
qumranquaran copper scroll isis a good example 18 pausanias also
claims to have seen in boeotia a leaden book molubdon in-
scribed with hesiodhesion s works and days a literary opus of some
thirty oxford pages 19 the seven bronze tablets discovered

I ibid
the study of metallic epigraphy as a subject isis further complicated by

bibliographical problems arising from the archaeological nature of the evidence
sincesince specialization inin archaeology isis necessarily by geographicalgeographicallail area as inin
the humanities rather than by subject matter as inin the natural sciencessciences rowe
archaeology as a career 55 cf sterling dow archaeological indexes a

review article american journal of archaeology 54 1950 415741 57
17cfcf the two brief lines of a golden plate discovered inin southern italy inin

1951 silvio ferrifern san vito di luzzi cosenza frammentiFrammenti di laminettalaminetta auree
insinscrittemscnttecritte notzzienotizie degli scaliscavi ddi antichitaAnt ichita ser 83 11 1957 fig 1 p 181
the three lines of greek and two of egyptian on a gold foundation plate
marcus N tod A bilingual dedication from alexandria journal of egyptian
archaeology 28 1942 plate VI facing p 56 and the golden trtrilinguallingual plate
of darius with twentyfivetwenty five lines gilbert highet the wondrous survival of
records horizon vol 5 no 2 nov 1962 79

see john marco allegro the treasure of the copper scroll garden
city NY doubleday 1960 passim and matthew black the scrolls and
christian origins new york C scribner s sons 1961 ppap 3123 12 and consult
the bibliography for additional sources

pausanias 9 31 4 kai moimolmoimol molubdon edeiknusan entha he pege ta
polla hupochupo tou chronouchronos lelumasmenon eggegraptai de auto ta erga this
passage isis often discussed eg by guppy human records 196 L H jeffery
the local scripts of archaic greece oxford clarendon press 1961 p 56 etc
lead was used inin scroll form inin the late hittite empire and this usage may

possibly have spread to the greeks ibid for another example of books
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in 1444 at gubbiogubbie italy the ancient iguvium seem to be
larger than usual ranging from 12x16 inches to 22x33 inches
and contain the only extant records of any considerable ex-
tent in the umbrian dialect that is in that language which
with oscan latin and several other dialects makes up the
italic branch of the indoeuropeanindo european family 20 all of the tablets
except III111ili and IV are inscribed on both sides and collectively
contain more than 4000 words 54 long lines of which appear
on the recto of tablet VII alone 21 these tablets deserve and
receive close philological treatment in a full blown scholarly
monograph of 341 pages pausanias also informs us that the
thirty years peace which terminated the so called first pelo-
ponnesianponnesian war was inscribed on a bronze monument stele
chalke and displayed at elis

in front of the image of zeus there is a bronze stele con-
taining the terms of a thirty years peace between lacedae
mon and athens the athenians made this treaty after they
had subjugated euboeaeuboean for the second time the treaty
specifically states that the argivesargires were not officially ac-
knowledged as a party to the peace between athens and
sparta but that athens and argos might if they desired
befriend one another in private such were the stipulations
of the treaty 22

A similar treaty on metal is known from ancient anatolia
it isis worth recalling in this connection that the

contemporary hittitesHittites of asia minor had a certain pre-
dilection for inscriptions on metal not only are their in-
scribed signetssigners often composed of bronze or precious metals
but the same usage was also applied to larger documents

written on sheets of metal see pausanias 4 26 8 A good many inscribed
rolls of lead have been found in tombs in cyprus but for the most part they
contain either monetary accounts or else curses levelledbevelledlevel led at some enemy see
J H middleton illuminated manuscripts in classical and mediaevalmedia eval times p 2
sqaq J G frazer pausanias description of greece translated with a com-
mentary new york biblo and tannen 1965 5158

james whitney poultney the bronze tablets of iguvium philological
monographs published by the american philological association no 18 npap

the american philological association 1959 p 1

2ihidibid p 1 and plate vila following p 333
2 pausanias 5 23 4 references to a bronze writing tablet pinakionpinakion

chalhounchalkounchalkoun occur in at least two other contexts in pausanias 5 20 7 and 5 24
11 many accounts of the thirty years peace may be perused without the
slightest hint that the treaty was ever inscribed on metal the ancient accounts
in thucydides 1 115 and diodorusdiodorosDiodorus 12 7 do not mention bronze at all and
modern commentators virtually never notice it why the silence could it be
that metal was so commonly used for recording treaties and the like that it was
seldom specified was on metal implied in statements like the treaty was
recorded as on paper is in the letter was written
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thus when the ambassadors of the great hittite king khetacheta
sira went to egypt to make a treaty with ramses II11 they
bore with them a silver plate on which the hittite text of the
treaty was engraved in the native language and character 23

the use of bronze for recording certain types of juristic
literature was also popular in italy during the hellenistic
period exceptionally leges and senatusconsulta were pub-
lished on bronze tablets international treaties were always so
published 21 it should be observed that whereas nineteenth
century scholarship often boggled at these and similar metallic
documents a recent article has explained their peculiarities on
the assumption that they were initially published in rome and
later taken to italian and greek towns where they were copied
onto local tablets 223 this meaty and important article fairly
bristles with bibliographical information on the metallic juridi-
cal literature of rome and deserves careful study mommsen
and his contemporaries regarded the four bronze inscriptions
from tarentumtarenturnTaren tumturn veleia atesteaceste and heracleaheracleanHeraclea as ingenious
poorly executed and frequently unintelligible some even de-
clared them the products of bungling draftsmen who fre-
quently altered the texts etc

the internal problems of these inscriptions are thus met by
questioning their evidential value

in the following pages a fresh approach is ventured
it seems better to start with the texts and the otherwise cleardear
facts of roman documentary processes to consider how and
by whom the bronzes were prepared and thus to attempt
without circularity to explain what has been rightly called
their highly problematical form 26

frederiksen breathes a new willingness to believe that
roman juristic literature was indeed published on metal and
easily parries the objection that bronze archives and letter
writing on bronze plates are simply unthinkable

arthur J evans scrillascriptascripla minoa the written documents of minoan crete
vol 1 oxford clarendon 1909 p 107 cf william wright the

empire of the HittHilhllhirhilligeshittiteshilliteslitesites london james nisbet 1884 ppap 263326 33 where
the treaty in translation occupies over seven normal english pages and extends
to 200 lines see also archibald H sayce the hirHittHithittiteshittilesitestiles the story of a forgotten
empire london religious tract society 1925 ppap 405140 51 11718117 18 171

2fritzfritz schulz history of roman legal sciencescience oxford clarendon press
1953 ppap 878887 88 italics ours edicta magstraluummagistratuum were published on wooden
boards alba which were destroyed at the end of the magistrate s term of
office ibid p 88

M W frederiksen the republican municipal laws errors and drafts
journal of roman studies 55 1965 18398183 98

ibid p 183
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from earliest times until the age of augustus bronze was
the usual form of publication in italy unlike greece italy
had few kinds of stone suited to the inscription of long
texts until the heavy augustan exploitation of the luna
quarries she had however again unlike greece good sup-
plies of bronze a fact which more than any other explains
the relative epigraphic paucity of greek and republican
italy 27

frederiksen s conclusion is that the extant bronze epigraphsepigraphyepigraphs
of the republican period if not the copies actually displayed
at rome were the work of local scribes instructed by local
magistrates 2821

As the treaty with cibyracibira or the pirate law suggests a city
might allowably choose another medium and wooden tablets
were not only permitted but common nor should it be
forgotten that most of rome s allies in italy as well as
abroad possessed public archives of a systematic kind since
225 BC we must suppose the existence of formulae to
gatorum and hence of censoricensoriaecensorialae tabulae doubtless increas-
ingly assimilated to roman models such local machinery
was at very least adequate to the demands that rome might
make of it and it was not absurd for roman legislators to
rely upon allied initiative for the copying and preservation
of laws that concerned them thus it was certainly with the
municipal laws and charters of the republic we know them
from the copies made in the towns themselves 29

A last example of extensive writing on metal cited here
is a sophisticated document on four bronze plates bearing some
of the laws regulating roman mining operations in the pro-
vinces two of the plates were discovered at aljaljustrel1 portu-
gal one in 1876 the other in 1907 together their english
translation requires three full pages of normal journal size
ie 812xllslxll inches an average of one such page per tablet

side 30 they were written by officials with firsthand experi-
ence at mining men who understood their subject thoroughly

21ibid21ibid p 186 italics ours cf theodor mommsen romischerromischesr6mischesRomi sches stamsStaatsStawssramsstawsrechtstaatsrechtrecht
handbuchHandbuch der romischenr6mischenmischenromischerRo AlterAltertalieraltertumeraltertdinertumerdiner bd 1 graz akademische druck u

verlagsanstalt 1952531952 53 1256 beibebel dieser internationaleninternationalen publication wird
wie bei jederaeder zu blelbendembleibendem gedachtnissgedhchtnissGedachtniss das document auf eine kupfertafelKupfer tafel
geschriebengesch rieben wie bei transitorischertransitorischer publication auf eine holztafelHolz tafel publication
auf stein ist der romischen ordnung fremd

frederiksen republican municipal laws p 187
ibid
thehe three journal pages represent only three sides of the two tablets since

the first tablet bears the same inscription on both sides
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al313l the first tablet deals in a general way with provincial
mining operations

this is obviously not something put together by a local
official to suit the place under his command but something
of a much wider application that had been developed over
a long time and adapted to suit new conditions as they arose
it was a code leaving few loopholes well understood and
accepted by the parties concerned it had been applied many
times before and was just now being put into operation at
aljustrel and next year might well be initiated at a british
mine 32

the second tablet applies to a specific operation in a par-
ticular area and regulates in addition to mining practices
the use of public baths the cobbling of shoes the cutting of
hair the fulling of cloth and the exemption of schoolmasters
from dues payable to the procurator 3313

RELIGIOUS METALLIC DOCUMENTS

of the many religious documents on metal we notice here
the orphic plates of gold and the golden books of the pyu
eight small plates of gold discovered in crete and italy con-
stitute the main sources of evidence for the orphic beliefs
regarding the fate of the soul after death 34 and provide in-
valuable information on orphic doctrine generally

it comes from the side of epigraphy since the informa-
tion is contained in the writing found on some thin plates
of gold which have been taken at different times from
ancient graves these inscriptions have long been famous
and a whole literature has sprung up around them the
plates were found lying beside the skeleton some near its
hand others folded up beside the skull one that at
Pepetellatelia had been rolled up and enclosed in a cylinder a-
ta D cummings W R chalmers and H B mattingly A roman

mining document mine and quarry engineering august 1956 p 339
ibid p 340
ibid ppap 34142341 42 it is interesting to note that women were charged twice

as much as men for the baths and could use them only in the mornings while
the men were occupied probably because the baths did double duty as a laundry

W K C guthrie orpheus and greek religion a study of the orphic
movement new york W W norton 1966 p 182 the critical edition of
the orphic plates with latin commentary and six drawings is alexander
olivieri lamellatelamellaeLam ellae avrealavreae orphicalorphicaeorph icae bonn A marcus and E weber s verlag
1915 passim also important is jane ellen harrison prolegomena to the
study of greek religion ad3d ed new york meridian books 1959 ppap
572623572 623 65973659 73
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tachedcached to a delicate gold chain clearlydearly in order that it
might be worn as an amulet 35

the inscriptions on the plates are extracts from a poem
or book of poems which must have been at least as early as
the fifth century BC 36 that the customary use of such plates
persisted for centuries may be inferred from the discovery of
yet a ninth plate believed to have been found at rome and
belonging to the second or third century AD 3717

the purpose of the plates is clear from their contents
the dead man is given those portions of his sacred literature
which will instruct him how to behave when he finds him-
self on the road to the lower world they tell him the way
he is to go and the words he isis to say they also quote the
favorable answer which he may expect from the powers of
that world when he has duly reminded them of his claims
on their benevolence 3839

among the most important pali inscriptions of the ancient
pyu are 1 two golden plates discovered at maunggunMaunggun
probably from the first centuries AD and 2 a goldleafgold leaf
book of twenty numbered pages found at hmawza old
promebrome in 1926 and dating from the fifth century AD 339 the
maunggunMaunggun plates were found in a brick in 1898 by someone
digging the foundation for a new pagoda

each of the two plates bears three lines of writing and
is inscribed on one side only the letters show through on
the reverse the inscriptions consist of quotations from
the buddhist scriptures they are in the pali language and
are written in characters which it is believed were in vogue
in the first century AD when the kingdom of promeprornebromephorne siri
khettarakhettara was in the zenith of its power the alphabet corre-
sponds to a large extent with that used in the inscriptions at
pagan of the fourth and fifth centuries 40

the goldleafgold leaf book from hmawza has been described as

guthrie orpheus and greek religion 171 and plates 8108 10
ibidibid ppap 17172171 72 the poems may well be earlier than that ibid
ibid p 174

18ibid18ibid p 172 the plates are translated in ibid ppap 17274172 74 where their
respective provenancesproven ances are also given many of the words on the plates are
addressed to the dead man by people unknown to us but whom the writers
of the plates would know as they would be mentioned in the books from which
they werewere quoting ibid p 176

discussed by G H luce the ancient pyu journal of the burma
research society 27 1937 247

maung tun nyein maunggunMaunggun gold plapiaplatespiatestes epigraphicepigraphiaEpi graphia indica 5
1898991898 99 101
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the most important record hitherto discovered of pali bud-
dhism in lower burma 41 it is a manuscript in every way
similar to the palmleafpalm leaf manuscript so common in india and
burma but with leaves of gold twenty in number with writ-
ing incised on one side 11311214342 the fact that the palmleafpalm leaf manu-
script lies behind the form of this golden book is part of a
familiar pattern as ancient metallic documents often assume
the forms of conventional documents wooden tablets for
example served as models for the idalion bronze plate from
cyprus and the metallic writings of the hittitesHittites 43 excavatorsexcavatoryExcavators
of course have little or no chance of retrieving such perish-
able inscriptions from antiquity but they often hope to find
metallic documents which reflect them 44 it is not surprising
therefore to discover in burma a book of twenty leaves of
gold exactly of the nature of old palmleafpalm leaf manuscripts of
india each inscribed on one side placed within two covers of
the same metal 4515

these leaves within their two gold covers were found
bound together by a thick gold wire with its end fastened
to the covers by sealing wax and small glass beads there
are two holes in each leaf and cover through which the

niharfihar ranjan ray journal of the greater indian society 17 1939 47
quoted in the goldleafgold leaf pali manuscript of old promebrome report of methetae super-
intendentin arcbaeologicalarchaeological survey of burma 1938391938 39 12 cf gold and silver
plates with inscriptions annual report of rhetheibe archaeological survey of india
1926271926 27 180 from the paleographical point of view this manuscript ranks
among the most instructive finds yet made in burma

ibid 179
helmuth T bossert sie schliebenschriebenschrieben auf holz in miloicaminoicaMin oica festschriftFest schrift

Zzumm 80 geburtstag von Jojohannesbannes sundwall hrsghrag von ernst grumach
deutsche akad d wiss berlin schriftenSchriftschriffenen der sektionseation furfidrfedr altertumswiss

12 berlin akademie verlag 1958 767776 77 eine holztafelHolztafel dientebiente auch der
auf beiden seiten beschriebenen bronzetafelBronze tafel aus idalion zum vorbildVorbild sie
enthaltenthhltentholt einen vertaghertag und war iminiihiihl athena tempel aufgehangtaufgehngt ahnlichahrlich
werden die ausfertigungen auf silber bronze oder eisen der hethitischen
staatsvertragestaatsvertrhge und anderer wichtigerrichtigerwichtiger historischerhistorischer texteteate ausgesehen haben
auch die metalltafeln der grossreichzeit waren nachahmungen von holztafeln
soferngofern sie zum aufhangenaufhhngenAufhangen in tempelntempean oder archivenarchivedArchiven bestimmtbestimint waren dass
es im 2 jahrtausendJahr tausend auch metalltafeln ohne aufhangevorrichtungaufhiingevorrichtung gab zeigen
zb die metallinschriften aus byblosbyblis

die kreter scheinen ebenfallsebenfalls schon friihfrilhfrieh metalltafeln als schreibstoffschrelbstoffSchreibstoff
gekannt und benutzt zu haben ist die hoffnung auch recht gering besch
riftete holztafeln in guter erhaltung in mesopotamienmesopotamian kleinasienKlein asien oder im
kretisch mykenischen raum zu finden so kann uns doch das ausgrabergluckausgraberglikk wie
in idalion and byblosbyblis auch inin anderen Bereichen beschriebene metalltafeln
bescheren ibid p 79 cf evans schiptascriptascriplascrilla minoa although no inscribed tab-
lets of metal have been as yet discovered among the minoan remains of crete
this negative phenomenon proves little when we bear in mind how carefully the
great palaces seem to have been ransacked for metal objects at the time of their
desertion and destruction

the goldleafgold leaf pali manuscript of old promebrome p 12 note 41
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gold wire was passed to keep the whole in position and
proper order it was necessary to cut this wire in order to
free the leaves each leaf measures 616 2 in length and about
114 in breadth and contains three lines of writing the
manuscript is made up of short extracts in pali from the
abbidhammaAbbi dhamma and vinaya patakaspzfakaspitakas it is well known that
among the buddhists there are four classes of objects of
worship viz 1 the buddha s corporeal relics 2 the
objects be personally used 3 trees and other ob-
jects or places which have been made holy by the presence
of the master and 4 the law or dhamma preached by
the buddha as preserved in the tripitakastripjtakasTripirakastakasrahas this is the reason
why in some cases and in the absence of other relics manu-
scripts are enshrinedunshrined in pagodas this custom is responsible
for the discovery of our manuscript among the other ob-
jects as embodying the dhamma 46

the twenty leaves contain altogether eight extracts from
various books of the pali pitakaspatakas and include the twelve
nidanas or paticcapacicca samuppada the seven kinds of vipassana
nana contemplative knowledge the thirty seven bodhipbodhil
akkhiya dhammaschammas or elements of enlightenment the classifi-
cation of buddha s four confidences the fourteen kinds of
knowledge possessed by buddha the categories of best things
propounded by buddha the missionary march of buddha and
the three kassapakassapi brothers into the rajagahaRajagaha city and the
well known praise of the buddha known as the mirror of
truth 47 the existence of other metallic documents in burma
may also be safely assumed from another discovery of small
gold and silver plates with pyu inscriptions punched on them
in relief there are 16 of them but many are only frag-
ments 4841

closely allied to the above religious literature on metals
are the magical texts and curse tablets which like the orphic
gold plates have inspired a large scholarly literature 449 the
greek papyri have disclosed a large number of incantations
magician s handbooks etc directed toward bending the super

41 gold and silver plates with inscriptions loc cit p 17980179 80
details in the goldleafgold leaf pali manuscript of old promebrome loc cit p 13
gold and silver plates with inscriptions loc clrcitcir p 180180
one needs to remember that our knowledge of ancient religion and

society owes to such authorities as dietrich wunsch preisendanz hopfner
delatte audollent and others in order to treat a new magical text with any-
thing approaching respect H C youtie and campbell bonner two curse
tablets from beisan transactions and proceedings of the american philological
association 68 1937 43
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natural powers to the service of individuals metallic inscrip-
tions figure prominently in spells and the like which some-
times smack of modern huckstering as in the following
example

A magic formula that restrains anger secures goodwill
success in the lawcourtslawcourts works even with kings there is
absolutely nothing better take a silver plate inscribe on
it with a bronze pencil the figure drawn below and the
names carry it in the folds of your dress and you will win
then follow the names nominanomma jagicamagica and the actual

formula 50

whereas magic formulae invoking benefit and protec-
tion were normally inscribed on gold and silver those em-
ployed for curses and black magic are usually found on lead
or tin the epigraphical equivalents more or less of voodogoodo
dolls and other forms of sorcery 51 tablets of the latter variety
are found often in great quantities all over the mediterranean
basin evidently the method of this magical school had estab-
lished itself fairly uniformly wherever greek was under-
stood 25215202

the curses used inin tablets of this sort conform in a
general way to a fairly definite type the writer usually
says that he isis binding down or devoting some
enemy to the infernal powers often he not only names
his enemy but also specifies the bodily parts or mental

C H roberts the greek papyri in S R K glanville edthe legacy
of egypt oxford clarendon press 1942 281 for three magical texts on
silver and one on gold see alphons barb griechischeGriechische zaubertexte vom
graberfeldeGraberfelde westlichweitlichwestlich des camuntinerlcarnuntinerCarnuntiner lagers der romischerromischer6mischeRo mische limes inin
oesterreichosterreichOst erreich 16 1926 536853 68 and tafel 1 where other finds of magical texts
on metal are also discussed

so wie bekantlich fur verfluchungen und schwarze magie blei und
zinn das hauptschreibmaterial bilden so wird flir den schiitzendenschiitzenden und
wohithtigenwohltatigen zauber neben gold gerne silber verwendet ibid p 55

12youtie12youtie and bonner two curse tablets p 47 though the maledictory
tablets discussed here were found in palestine semitic elements figure in them
to no larger extent than in the graecogracco egyptian magical papyri or in the curse
tablets from other regions around the mediterranean our specimens as
far as their language formulas and the magical words are concerned might
have been written in alexandria carthage rome or marseilles as well as in
palestine ibid it is probable that these non greek components of the curse
tablets emanated from alexandria and were carried to all parts of the graecogracco
roman world by practicing magicians ibid p 46 the discovery of forty five
lead tablets in a well in the athenian agora was announced in 1933
obviously the athenians of the roman period believed in the potency of the
cryptic curse and used it extensively the large number of the tablets may mean
that the curse on lead originated in attica as wiinschwiensch is inclined to believe
G W elderkin an athenian maledictory inscription on lead hesperia
5 1936 43
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faculties of his victim which he wishes to cripple or make
helpless he may pray the deities whom he invokes to make
his enemy powerless to prevent further hostile action on his
part and to subject him to the will of the writer this plan
applies roughly to almost all the curse tablets that are known
such variations as there are arise naturally from differences
in the relations between the operator and his intended vic-
tim according as their enmity proceeds from litigation busi-
ness quarrels love or sport for many are directed against
charioteerscharioteers of the opposing circus faction 53

both curse tablets described by youtie and bonner involve
squabbles over money one is obscure and specifically men-
tions only a creditor and a law suit but the other names pan
charia the woman invoking the curse who wants to render
one man and two women powerless to harm her she is
afraid of them probably because they may call her to account
for some mismanaged stewardship or defraud her in some
way whether a loan a partnership or an inheritance is
concerned does not appear 54 the writer of another curse
inscription consigns to the infernal powers some thief or
thieves who stole something from him he addresses the
chthonians cautiously fearing to annoy them but feeling that
he must do so he suspects the identity of the offenderoffenders s
who lives in a specific little house in town and curses not
only the actual perpetratorsperpetrator s of the deed but those as well
who knowing something about the theft deny that they have
such knowledge 55

many of the lead tablets containing curses were rolled
up and pierced with a nail and it was a common practice
to deposit them in graves either as a convenient approach
to the lower world or as sometimes happened because the
spirit of the dead person was adjured to serve as an agent
of the operator A considerable number have also been
found inin wells and cisterns which like graves were viewed
as openings to the infernal regions and were believed to be
haunted by demons 56

youtie and bonner two curse tablets p 45
ibid p 47
G W elderkin two curse inscriptions hesperia 6 1937195719571937 392

the thieves are to go down the dark ways as did the slaughtered suitors who
fluttered like bats behind hermes ibid p 394

youtie and bonner two curse tablets p 45 according to homer s
cosmology iliad 15 187193187 193 the world was separated into three vertical tiers
and apportioned to zeus poseidon and hades the three sons of chronos and
rhea who thus came respectively to have dominion above upon and beneath
the surface of the earth poseidon s surface area however was restricted to
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there are extant today more actual exemplars of ancient
writing on metal than most peopdeoppeoplele realize and many of them
go back to the very persons places times and events which
they describe among the subjects not covered in this paper
they comprise such things as military diplomas dikasts pina
kia intentionally sealed and buried documents foundation de-
posits letters economic accounts political propaganda maps
dedications enactments prayers and even mummy tickets
for all of which and more we respectfully request that the
bibliography limited as it is be carefully studied we hope
to edit a substantial collection of writings on metallic epi-
graphy in the not too distant future the subject is a fascin-
ating one and the metallic documents of antiquity may yet
turn out to deserve more than a casual footnote in the history
of written communications

METALLIC EPIGRAPHY
A working bibliography

GENERAL
edward maunde thompson an introduction to greek and latin paleogra-

phy oxford clarendon 1912 ppap 8 1115111311 1513
david diringer the hand produced kookbookhookkaak new york philosophical

library 1953 ppap 42 46 485148 51 58 62 65 72 189 343344343544543344545344543544545544543343545 344544
358 37537525755752 382383382 383 399
the alphabet a key to the history of mankind completely revised
with the assistance of reinhold regensburger odad3d ed new york
funk and wagnallsWagnalls 1968 119 42 48 57 68 88 113 13839138 39
153 193 199 2042042 21213212 13 228 237 259 26364263 64 300 307 32122321222521222321 22222
32832825285282 394 39899398 99 403 many plates are also provided in vol 2 eg
10.1101lolloi 14.1214121412214.122 13 20 17.3173173175 18.8188 19.4194194 20.3203203205 conclusion 8 etc

elmer D johnson A history of libraries in the western world new
york scarecrow press 1965 ppap 12 16 64264 72

THE FAR EAST
CHINA

david diringer the alphabet 168
the hand produced book ppap 383 399

F thelma eaton the history of the book an outline and a reading

the earths waters as olympus and the world s lands remained the common
property of the brother gods the greeks believed though that the continents
were afloat and thus greatly feared poseidon who caused many an earthquake
in greece by stirring up the oceans with his trident but they feared hades
even more as all greeks good and bad alike went down into his nether
regions when they died it is therefore understandable that graves wells
cisterns and the like were regarded as entrances to the infernal realms that
curse tablets were usually thrown eis phrearperear achrematiston elderkin
hesperia 5 1936 43 and that the early attic curse tablets invoke the
infernal deities well known in classical literature whereas later invocations

are transformed by an influence which is in the main oriental with some
egyptian elements youtie and bonner two curse tablets
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list ath4th ed champaign illinois illinibillini union bookstore
1959 p 12

chin shib wenw n peking 1926 A bibliography listing according to
diringer the alphabet 168 some 800 epigraphical documents on
metal and stone the chinese title means infcriptionsinscriptions on metal
and stone

tsuen hsuin tsien written on bamboo and silk the beginnings of
chinese fooksbookshooksfoohs and inscriptions chicago university of chicago press
1962 ppap v vii 1 464 6 8 384138 41 44 474847 48 505850 58 90 179181179 181

marco polo the book of ser marco polo the venetian concerning the
kingdoms and travels of the east translated and edited with notes
by sir henry yule odad3d ed rev new york C scribner s sons
1929 1 prologue 151615 16 343534 35 350351350 351 note 2 ppap 351352351 352 353-
354 431

BURMA
maung tun nyein maunggunMaunggun gold plates epigraphicepigraphiaEpi graphia indica 5 1898-

1899 101102101 102
gold and silver plates with inscriptions annual report of the

archaeologicalarchaelogicalArchae logical survey of india 1926271926 27 179180179 180
G H luce the ancient pyu journal of the burma research society

27 1937 239253239 253
the golf leaf pali manuscript of old promebrome report of the superin-

tendent archaeological survey of burma 193819391938 1939 122212 22 and
plates IVVIIV VI

david diringer the alphabet 1322231322 23 supplies additional bibliography
on burma

INDIA
david diringer the alphabet 1263641263 64
E B cross on the karens journal of the american oriental society

4 1854 289316289 316
proceedings at new haven october 1866 journal of the american

oriental society 9 1871 xi xii
alonzo bunker on a karen inscription plate journal of the american

oriental society 10 1880 172176172 176
F E pargiter A copperplate discovered at kasia and budda s death

place journal of the royal asiatic society 1913 151153151 153
J H marshall the date of kanishkakanishiaKanishka journal of the royal asiatic

society 1914 973986973 986 miscdisc communications ppap 987999987 999 should
also be read

sten konow kalawankalahanKalawan copperplatecopper plate inscription of the year 134 journal
of the royal asiatic society 1932 949965949 965

G ramadasfamadasRamadas kesaribedaKesaribeda copper plate grant of maharaja arthhapali bhat
taraka of the nala family journal of the baharbihar research society
34 1948 334233 42

FHETHErhe NEAR EAST
GENERALGENHRAL

helmuth T bossert sie schliebenschriebensch rieben auf holz in miloicaminoicaMinoica FestFesipestfesischriftfestschriftschrift
zum 80 gehurtstaggeburtstag von johannes sundwall hrsghrag von ernst gru-
mach deitchedeutcheDeu tche akad d wiss berlin Schriftschriftenschriffenen der sektionseation flir
altertumswiss 12 berlin akademie verlag 1958 ppap 757975 79

SUMER
F thureauthereau cangindangin une tablette en or provenantprovenant dumma revue

dassyrologie et darcheologiedarchiologledarche ologie orientale 34 1937 177182177 182

BABYLONIA
C J gadd babylonian foundation texts 1 limestone and copper

tablets of a wife of rim sin journal of the royal asiatic society
1926 679684679 684
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ASSYRIA

jean bottero deuxbeux tablettestab lettes de fondation en or et en argent dassurnasir
pal II11 SeSemimiricamilicatiratica 1 1948 253225 32

walter andrae hettitischehettifischeHetti tischefische inschriftenintins christen auf bleistreifen aus assur aus
grabungengrabungen der deutschen orient gesellschaft in assur E inschriften
VI hettitischeHetti tische blei inschriften mitgeteilt von walter andrae leipzig
J C hinrichs sche buchhandlung 1924 121 2 787 8

helmuth T bossert zu den bleibriefen aus assur orientalia 20
ns 1951 707770 77

D J wiseman assyrian writing boards iraq 17 1955 3133 13
margaret howard technical description of the ivory writing boards from

nimrud iraq 17 1955 142014 20

EGYPT
james henry breasted ancient records of egypt historical documents from

the earliest times to the persian conquest collected edited and trans-
lated with commentary 5 vols chicago univ of chicago press
190619071906 1907 vol 3 nos 367391367 391 has most of the basic data per-
taining to the hittite treaty on the silver plates from khetacheta vol 4
nos 151412151 412 is the invaluable and remarkable papyrus harris the
largest papyrus extant for metallic documents see nos 202 231
285 317318317 318 343

E A wallis budge ed and trans the papyrus of ani a reproduction in
facsimile edited with heiroglyphicheiro glyphic transcript translation and intro-
duction book of the dead new york G P putnamsputnamsrPutnams sons
1913 ppap 141514 15

hermann ranke eine bleitafelBlei tafel mit hieroglyphischerhieroglyphischer Inschrift zeit
schrift fur agyptischeAgypt ische sprachersprache und alteriumskundealtertumskunde 74 1938 495149 51

ASIA MINOR
william wright the empire of the hittitesHitt ites london james nisbet

1884 ppap 263326 33 656665 66 707170 71
archibald H sayce the HittHilthifthilrhittiteshiltitesiresites the story of a forgotten empire london

religious tract society 1925 ppap 405140 51 117118117 118 170171170 171
muhibbe anstock darge semitischeSemi tische inschriften auf silbertafelchensilberthfelchen aus

dem bertiz tal urngebungumgebung von maras jahrbuchJahr buch jurfur kleinasi
atische forschungFors chung 1 1950 199200199 200

SYRIA PALESTINE
H C youtie and C bonner two curse tablets from beisan transact-

ions of the american philological association 68 1937 437743 77 128
david diringer the alphabet 1113161113 16
william foxwell albright the ancient near east at the congress of

orientalistsOrienta lists in rome bulletin of the american school of oriental
research 60 dec 1935 292 9
the archaeology of palestine hammondsworthHammonds worth middlesex penguin
books 1949 p 185

E dhormethorme dechiffrementd6chiffrement des inscriptions pseudo hieroglyphiqueshi6roglyphiques de
byblosbyblis syria 25 1946481946 48 1351 35 other basic sources on the
metallic documents of byblosbyblis are found in ignace J gelb A study of
writing rev ed chicago university of chicago press 1965 p
266

william foxwell albright A hebrew letter from the twelfth century
BC bulletin of the american school of oriental research 73 feb
1939 9139 13

julian obermann an early phoenician political document fourneljouinalfournal of
biblical literature 58 1939 229241229 241

douglas jones the traditiotradition of the oracles of isaiah of jerusalem
zeitschriftZeitschrift jurfur die alttestamentlichealuestamentliche wissenschaftWissen schaft 67 1955 226246226 246

D barthelemy and J T milik quaranqumran cave 1 discoveries in the
judaeanaudaean desert 1 oxford clarendon press 1955 4 25

john marco allegro the treasure of the copper scroll the opening and
decipherment of the most mysterious of the dead sea scrolls a unique
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inventory of buried treasure garden city doubleday 1960 ppap
243024 30 43 47 58 606260 62

H wright baker how the dead sea scrolls were opened engineering
181 1956 194196194 196

unrolling the past chemical and engineering news 34 1956 4254-
4259 433043314330 4331 includes remarks by W F albright on the
significance of the dead sea scrolls

matthew black the scrolls and christian origins new york C scrib-
ner s sons 1961 ppap 343 4 12

CYPRUS
helmuth T bossert sie schriebenschliebenschrieben auf holz in miloicaminoicaMinoica festschriftfestschrift zum

80 geburtstag von johannes sundwall hrsghrag von ernst grumach
deitchedeutcheDeu tche akad d wiss berlin schriftenSchriftschriffenen der sektionseation fur alter
tumtumswiss1umswissswiss 12 berlin akadmie verlag 1958 767876 78

PERSIA
ernst herzfeld eine neue darius inschrift aus hamadan deutsche

literaturzeitung 47 19219266 210521082105 2108
sidney smith assyriological notes inscription of darius on gold tablet

journal of the royal asiatic society 1926 433436433 436 see also journal
of the royal asiatic society 1927 9710197 101 1930 452

F H weissbach zu den goldinschriftGoldin schrift des dareios I1 zeitschriftZeitschrift furturtuf
assyrologie und verwandete gebiete 37 1937 291294291 294

ernst schwentner zu der neuen dariusdarlus inschrifinschriftInschrift aus hamadan zeit
schrift futfurjut indologueindologieIndologie und Iranistik 6 1928 171173171 173

carl darling buck A new darius inscription language 3 1927 151 5
ernst herzfeld A new inscription of darius from hamadan memoirs of

Archaeologicalthearchaeologicalthe survey of india no 34 calcutta central publica-
tion branch government of india 1928 121 2

ronald G kent the recently published old persian inscriptions
journal of the american oriental society 51 1931 189240189 240

john P barden xerxes a doughty warrior until he met the greeks
orientalistsOrienta lists find the university of chicago magazine feb 1936
232523 25

ernst herzfeld altpersische inschriften eistererster erganzungsband zu den
archaeologischen mitteilungen aus iran berlin D reimer 1938
inschrinscor n 6 and tafel 6

sukumar sen old persian inscriptions of the achaemenian emperors
calcutta univ of calcutta 1941

ronald G kent the oldest old persian inscriptions journal of the
american oriental society 66 1946 206212206 212

arthur upham pope recently found treasures of one of the world s first
and greatest empires achaemenid gold objects illustrated london
news 17 july 1948 585958 59

ronald G kent old persian grammar texts lexicon american oriental
series volvoi 33 and2nd ed new haven 1953 9 111211 12 107 109 111
113114113 114 116 136f 147 155 216

herbert H paper an old persian text of darius 11II dahad2ha journal
of the american oriental society 1172 1952 169170169 170

ethel S drower the mandaeansMandaeans of iraq and iran their cults customs
magic legends and folklore leiden E J brill 1962 ppap 222322 23
132

ARABIA
david diringer the alphabet 1212131212 13

THE WEST
GREECE

pausanias Descriptdescriptiodescriptionio graecae 4 26 686 8
plutarchusplutarchosPlutarchus life of alexander 17 454 5

de genio socratis 577 EFE F
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james westfall thompson ancient libraries berkeley univ of calif
press 1940 ppap 515251 52

L H jeffery the local scripts of archaic greece oxford clarendon
1961 pp6ppa 17 505850 58 59 626562 65 and plates 3 6 11 14 15 17
22 23 26 27 31 34 36 40 414641 46 495249 52 54

jenojeng platthy sourcessou fees on the earliest greek libraries with the destimonialestimoniatimoniaresteslester
amsterdam adolf M hakkert 1968 ppap 767976 79 chapter 6
background of literacy writing on metal etc evidence of the

language ppap 769376 93 should be read in its entirety
C H roberts the greek papyri in SRK glanville ed the legacy

of egypt oxford clarendon press 1942 281
E S roberts an introduction to greek epigraphy parrpaftpart I1 the archaic

inscriptions and the greek alphabet cambridge univ press 1887
ppap 255256255 256 357360357 360 many metallic documents are cited herein

C brixhebriche une tablettatarlettatabletta de juge doriginedorigine probablementprobablement pamphylienne
bulletin de correspondence Hellehelieheilehelleniquehell9niquenique 90 1966 65363653 63

J J clerecl&reclare deuxbeux nouvellesnouvillesnouvelles plaques de fondation bilinguesbil ingues de ptolemeeptol6m6eptolemeyPtolemee IV
philopatorphilopaterPhilopator zeitschriftZeitschrift jurfur agyptischegypfischeagyptgyp ischefische sprachersprache 90 1963 162216 22

J kroll Dikasdikaststs pinaviapinakia from the fauvel collection bulletin de corre-
spondencespon dence HelleHelliheileheliehelleniquehelliniquenique 91 1967 37996379 96 also his the paris forger
of dikastsdikasts pinakiapinaviapi nakia ibid 397400397 400

R merkelbach epigraphischeEpigraph ische miszellenMiszellen zeifZeitzelfzeitschriftzeitschriffschriftschriff jurfur papyrologiePapyr ologie und
Epigraphepigraphikepigraphicik 1 1967 778077 80 pt 1 der weg nach rechtsreches gold
plattchenpldttchenplatpiattchen von Pepetellatelia

arthur J evans schiptascripta minoa the written documents of minoan crete
oxford clarendon 1909 11061081106 108

orpheus hymnihemni lamellaelamellateLamellae avrea orphicaeorphicalorph icae ediditedidio commentariocomment ario instruxit
alexander olivieri bonn A marcus und E webers verlag 1915

J S morrison parmenidespalmenidesParmenides and er journal of hellenic studies 75
1955 66

M T rostovtzeff mystic italy new york holt 1927 ppap 363736 37
34 74

W K C guthrie orpheus and greek religion a study of the orphic
movement london methuen 1935 ppap 171182171 182

jane ellen harrison prolegomena to the study of greek religion ard3rd ed
cambridge univ press 1922 chap XI orphic eschatology and
gilbert murray s critical appendix on the orphic tablets at the
end of the book also reprinted by meridian books 1959

helen mcclees inscriptions in the classical collection bulletin of the
metropolitan museum of art 19 1924 166168166 168

leslie shear the latter part of the agora campaign of 1933 american
journal of archaeology 37 1933 540548540 548 similar report in hes-
peria 4 1935 325

stanley casson early greek inscriptions on metal some notes american
journal of archaeologyarchaelogyArchae logy 39 1935 510517510 517

G W elderkin an athenian maledictory inscription on lead hesperia
5 1936 434943 49
two curse inscriptions hesperia 6 1937 382395382 395

eugene vanderpool an athenian dikastdicast s ticket american journal of
archaeology 36 1932 293294293 294

sterling dow dikastsDikasts bronze pinakiapinaviapi nakia bulletin de Correspondcorrespondancecorrespondenceance
helleniquehell9niqueHellenique 87 1963 653687653 687

ITALY
david diringer the alphabet 1386871386 87 394
james whitney poultney the bronze tables of iguvium philological mono-

graphs published by the american philological association no 18
baltimore american philological association 1959 passim esp

ppap 1 9129 12 22 24
ulrich schmoll die hebraischehebrhischehebhebrraischeHischebische schriftinscbriftIn des goldplattchensgoldplattcbens von comiso

zeitschriftZeitschrift der deutschen morgenhindischenmorgenlandischen geselischaftgesellschaftGeselIsGesellchattschaftchaft 113 1963
512514512 514
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ned nabers prayers or curses some lead tabellaetabellae from morgantinamorgantinoMorgantina
american journal of archaeology 69 1965 171172171 172

helen mcclees A military diploma of trajan american journal of
archaeology 30 1926 418421418 421

D atkinson A new roman governor of provinciaprovincialProvincia britannia classical
review 42 1928 111411 14

A D cummings W R chalmers and H B mattingly A roman
mining document mine and quarry engineering august 1956 339-
342

E C clarkdarkoark history of roman private law part 1I sources cambridge
cambridge university press 1906 ppap 21 24 25

rome laws statutes etc roman laws and charters translated with intro-
duction and notes by E G hardy oxford clarendon 1912 ppap 1

35 102 104 110111110 111 136
fritz schultz history of roman legal science oxford clarendon 1946

ppap 878887 88
M W frederiksen the republican municipal laws errors and drafts

journal of roman studies 55 1965 183198183 198
giovanni colonna the sanctuary at pyrgipergi in etruria archaeology 19

1966 112311 23
massimo pallottino new etruscan texts on gold found at pyrgipergi

illustrated london news 13 feb 1965 222522 25
A J pfiffig uni hera astarte studdenstudien zu den goldblechenGold blechen von S several

pyretpyrgipyrgt mirmilmit etrushischeretruskischeretrus hischerkischer und puniscberpunischerounpun ischer In schrift denkschriften d
ost akad d wiss 88 2 wien bohlau135hlaubahlau 1965 passim

J ruysschaert la lamelle de bronze apollinienne du mediallierMedi allier vatican
CIL VI 3721 et ie chevalier jeromej6r6me odainodam 168117411681 1741 rendi

conti della pontificialpontificiaPontificia accademiaAcca demia di archeologiaArche ologia 37 1964651964 65 196619661
32536325 36 cf M guarducci sol invictus agustus RenrendicontrendicontiRendirendldiconticont i della
pontificialpontificiaPontificia accademiaAcca demia di archeologiaArche ologia 1957581957 58 and 1958591958 59 16169161 69

miscellaneous
karl wessely berichtberichoBericht uberilbertiber grieschischegrieschische papyri in paris und london

wiener studdenstudien 8 1886 175230175 230
D comparetti Laminetta argentea iscritti di aidone sicilia annmariaannuarioannmarioAnndnnnarlouarioMario

della r scuola archeologica di atene e della missionimission italiane in
oriente 1914 113118113 118
tabelle testamentairetestament aire della colonie achee di magna grecie an

anuarionuario della scuola archeologica di atene e delle missione italiane
in oriente 1916 219226219 226

A oliverio Laminetta d oro iscritta di brindisi rivirtarivista indo greca
italica di filologia lingua antlantiantichilaantichitaant chilaichita 1923 215217215 217

A zocco rosa la tavola di bronzo di narbona ann instit stor d
diritto rom 1915 xiii xiv

F M abel deuxbeux inscriptions latinesladines militairesmilitaires revue bibliqueBiblique 1924
111113111 113

G libertini laminettaminettaLa plumbeaplumbean iscritta da S giovanni galermogalemmo
catania rivirtarivista indo greca italica di filologia lingua antichitaant ichita

1927 no 343 4 105109105 109
L P kirwan some roman mummy tickets annales du service des

antiquitiesantiquitesAntiquites de pegypteiegypte 33 1933 545854 58
R thouvenot tablettetapletteTablette de bronze decouverted6couvertedecouverte Aa banasababasa publ serv des

antiquitesantiquitiesAntiquites du maroc 1I 1 1935 475447 54
A piganiolPiganiol la table de bronze de falerio et la loi mainiliaMainilia roscia

peducaea alliena fabia compatescomptes pendus de racaPAcaI1 pacadimieacademicdimledimie des inscrip-
tions et belles lettres 1939 193200193 200

F K doerner eine neue fluchtafelFluch tafel wiener jahreshefteJahre shefte 32 beibebeiblBeibl
1940 637263 72

A dors perez peix los broncesbrances de el rubio emerita 9 1941
138154138 154

W seston la table de bronze de magliano et la reformer6formereforce electorate
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dauguste compres bendusrendus de iacadimieiacademic des inscriptions et belles
lettres 1950.1950 105111105 111 also bulletin de la societe nationalsnationalenationale des
Antiquaantiquariesries de france 1950511950 51 80 & 122

F de visscher la table de bronze de magliano bulletin de la classe
des lettres de iacadgmieiacademic royale de belgiqueBelg ique 35 1949 190199190 199
also compres bendusrendus de I1 1acadmieacademic des inscriptions et belles lettres
1951 204213204 213 1952 262

R noll zu den silbervotiven aus dem dolichenusfund von mauer ad
url jahreschefte des oesterrichischenOesterrichischen archdolgischenarchaolgischen institutesinstituts in
wein 38 beibebeiblBeibl 1950 125146125 146

A dors sobrebobre la lex metallimegalli vipascenis II11if jura 2 1951 127133127 133
A piganiolPiganiol sur la nouvelle table de bronze de torentecorenteTorente compres bendusrendus

de pacadimieiacademicPAcaracasimiedimiesimle des inscriptions et belles lettres 1951 586358 63
L robert plaques de bronze bas empire en tunisietunisia et en ciliciefilicieCi licie

hellenicaHellenica 3 1946 170172170 172
R etienne une inscription sur bronze decouverted6couvertedecouverte Aa volubilisVolubilis maroc

compatescomptes bendusrendus de racaPAcapacadimieiacademicjimiedimie des inscriptions et belles lettres 1954
126129126 129 also ladomuslatomus 14 1955 241261241 261

S ferri san vito di luzzi cosenza Frammenti di laminette auree
inscritteinscritte notzzienotizie degli scaliscavi di AntichantichitaantichitdAnt ichitaitaitdira ser aa8a8 11 1957 181-
183

T nagy the military diploma of albertfalvaAlbertfalva acta Archaeologic a aca
demide scientiarum hungaricaeHungar icae 17 1956 177117 71

H rolland inscription sur bronze de thoardshoard basses alpes gallia 18
1960 103109103 109

H nesselhauf zweigwei bronzeurkunden aus muniguaMunigua mitteilungen des
deutschen archdologischenarchaologischen institutesinstituts abteilung madrid 1 19601960
142154142 154

T N knipovicKni povic A propos d une inscription sur plaque de plomb publieepubli6epubliese
par G klaffenbach cestnikvestnik dreunej istorii 83 1963 717471 74

C vatin le bronze pappadakis etude d une loi colonialecolonialscoloniale bull de
corr hell 87 1963 1191 19

G manganaro tre tavolecavole di bronze con decretidecreddecked di proxeniaprodeniaproxenia del museo
di napoli e il problemaproblemsproblema dei proagoreproagore in sicilia kekaloskokalos 9 1963
205220205 220

M T couilloudgouilloudCouil loud deuxbeux tablettestab lettes dimprecationdimpr6cationdimprecation bulletin de correspond
ance HelleHelliheileheliehelliniquehelleniquenique 91 1967 51317513 17

heikki solin eine neue fluchtafelFluch tafel aus ostia helsinki societassocietalSocietas scien
tiarumtilrum fennicabennicaFen nica 1968 passim

A audollent defixionum tabellaetabellae luteciae parisiorumParisi orum A fonte
moing 1904 passim
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roland you idiot

michael F shands

roland you idiot
you vain prideful idiot
you were not

summoned
like beowulf
or wronged
like el cid
or siegfried

you wanted
to be a hero

and because
you would not
blow your horn
little boy blue
the sheep came back
to the meadow
too late

dr shands teaches english at concordia college in austin texas A collection
of his poems has been recently published



the historians corner

published in cooperation with the mormon history assn

JAMES B ALLEN editor

one of the frustrating facts of history is that no matter
how much is discovered and written on any subject there is
always more to find students of mormon history are constant-
ly uncovering choice items relating to almost every important
event but which have been lodged in family memorabilia rest-
ing in attics and basements hidden in library collections all over
the country or tucked neatly away in the untouchable personal
files of well meaning historians who hope someday to work
them into an article or a book many of these items are not
of sufficient length to be worked into a major article but yet
have enough historical value that they should be printed some
of them might even provide an enterprising scholar with an
idea that will lead him to do more research and produce a
major contribution to written church history it is the objective
of the historians corner to provide a place where many of
these short but significant items may be published they will
not only prove interesting to the serious historian and casual
reader alike but will also give added insight into many im-
portant phases of church history

the historian s corner is a joint effort of BYU studies
and the mormon history association published at least twice
a year as a special section in BYU studies it will include such
things as brief descriptions of little known events in church
history meaningful items from newly discovered documents
journals etc historical sketches of important church history
sites and brief vignettes of individuals past or present who
have participated in significant activities of the church readers
who feel they have something worthwhile to contribute are
invited to send their offerings to the editors for consideration

479
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no central theme will run through each corner except the gen-
eral hope that the entire undertaking will be of meaningful as-
sistancesistance in the important process of gathering up our heritage
so that by understanding it a little better we might more fully
understand ourselves

JOSEPH SMITHS OWN STORY OF A SERIOUS
CHILDHOOD ILLNESS

reed C durham jr

the story of the prophet joseph smith s serious childhood
illness and subsequent harsh surgery by doctors upon his leg
seems almost universally known by latter day saints until
recently the only source for the story has been the history
written by lucy mack smith his mother this account of
course is a third person account dictated about thirty five
years after the actual event occurred and therefore most cer-
tainly reflects anachronistically some of those years

fortunately a first person account of this same childhood
experience was recorded by joseph smith himself and has
recently been brought to light with the reexamination of his
early history it is a shorter account and was dictated by the
prophet some seven years before his mother s account was
dictated 2 joseph smiths account as reproduced below has
apparently never before been published these interesting
passages present the prophet s own recollection of the event
they also give new insight into the experiences of joseph
smith as he moved from vermont to new york and shows
that he was not completely recovered from his illness when
this significant journey took place this account should be
compared with lucy mack smith s history chapters sixteen
and seventeen

acylucyucy mack smith biographical sketches of joseph smith the prophet and
his progenitors for many generations liverpool 1853 ppap 626662 66 lucy
mack smith dictated most of this in 1845 it was later revised and published as

histonhistoqhistory of joseph smith
he document is found in joseph smith history book alA l1 ppap 131-

132 located in the LDS church historians office salt lake city it was dic-
tated by joseph smith in 183818391838 1839 see dean C jesse the early accounts
of joseph smith s first vision BYU studies vol IX no 3 spring 196911969
ppap 28687.28687286 87
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ACCOUNT BY THE PROPHET

when I1 was five years old or thereabouts I1 was attacked
with the typhus fever and at one time during my sickness
my father dispaireddespaireddispaired of my life the doctors broke the fever
after which it settled under my shoulder and dr parker called
it a sprained shoulder and anointed it with bone ointment and
freelfreelyy applied the hot shovel when it proved to be a swelling
under the arm which was opened and discharged freely after
which the disease removed and descended into my left leg and
ancle and terminated in a fever sore of the worst kind and I1
endured the most acute suffering for a long time under the
care of drs smith stone and perkins of hanover at one
time eleven doctors came from dartmouth medical college
at hanover new hampshire for the purpose of amputation
but young as I1 was I1 utterly refused to give my assent to the
operation but consented to their trying an experiment by
removing a large portion of the bone from my leftlertleit leg which
they did and fourteen additional peicespeaces of bone afterwards
worked out before my leg healed during which time I1 was
reduced so very low that my mother could carry me with ease

after I1 began to get about I1 went on crutches till I1
started for the state of new york where my father had gone
for the purpose of preparing a place for the removal of his
family which he affected by sending a man after us by the
name of caleb howard who after he had started on the
journey with my mother and family spent the money he had
received of my father by drinking and gambling etc we
fell in with a family by the name of gates who were travellingvellingtra
west and howard drove me from the waggon and made me
travel in my weak state through the snow 40 miles per day
for several days during which time I1 suffered the most ex-
cruciatingcruciatingcrucia ting weariness and pain and all this that mr howard
might enjoy the society of two of mr gates daughters which
he took on the wagon where I1 should hive rode and thus
he continued to do day day after day through the journey
and when my brothers remonstrated with mr howard for his
treatment to me he would knock them down with the butt of
his whipp when we arrived at utica N york howard
threw the goods out of the waggon into the street and
attempted to run away with the horses and waggon but my
mother seized the horses by the reign and calling witnesses
forbid his taking them away as they were her propirtypropertypropirty on
our way from utica I1 was left to ride on the last sleigh in the
company the gates family were in sleighs but when that
came up I1 was knocked down by the driver one of gate s

sons and left to wollow in my blood until a stranger came
along picked me up and carried me to the town of palmyra

howard having spent all our funds my mother was com-
pelled to pay our landlords bills from utica to palmyra in bits
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of cloth clothing etc the last payment being made with
drops taken from sister sophronassophronusSophronas ears for that

purpose although the snow was generally deep through the
country during this journey we performed the whole on
wheels except the first two days when we were accompanied
by my mother s mother grandmother lydia mack who was
injured by the upsetting of the sleigh and not wishing to
accompany her friends west tarried by the way with her
friends in vermont and we soon heard of her death suffering
that she never recovered from the injury received by the
overturn of the sleigh

membership OF CERTAIN OF JOSEPH SMITHS
FAMILY IN THE WESTERN presbyterian

CHURCH OF PALMYRA

milton V backman jr and james B alienallenailen

when joseph smith wrote his personal history in 1838
he said that about the time of his first vision in 1820 four
members of his family had joined the presbyterian faith his
mother lucy his brothers hyrum and samuel and his sister
sophronia until recently mormon historians have presented
little corroborating evidence but an examination of the pres-
byterianbyterian church records in palmyra has shown that at least
three of the smiths were part of that congregation in 1828
although by that time they had become inactive

there was only one meeting house in the village of
palmyra in 1820 this was a frame building occupied by the
western presbyterian church and located near the cemetery
where alvin smith was buried a half block north of the
present methodist church on the road leading to the martin
harris farm house at that time the methodists were meet-
ing in homes of settlers in schools or in the outdoorsout doors A
methodist class had been organized in palmyra the baptists
had erected a meeting house about two miles west of palmyra
village and the quakers had organized a class north of pal-
myra these four congregations were the only groups holding
regular services near the village we estimate that approxi-
mately 11 percent of the population of palmyra town an
area six by twelve miles square and farmington town were
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active church members in 1820 this was about the same as
the national average

the three documentary items presented below are taken
from the records of the session of the presbyterian church
in palmyra volume 2 they show that in march 1830
joseph s mother lucy and two of his brothers hyrum and
samuel were visited by a committee from the church because
they had been inactive for at least eighteen months this
means that they had not actively involved themselves in the
affairs of the presbyterian church since september 1828
which was just a year after joseph had received the plates
from which he translated the book of mormon it is signifi-
cant to note that they were charged only with inactivity and
that no accusation was made even hinting of any dishonesty
lack of integrity or undesirable moral character the records
show the ecclesiastical proceedings against the smith family
and their final suspension from fellowship in the presbyterian
church

march loth 1830 session met pursuant to notice opened
with prayer
present revdread alfred E campbell modr moderator

geo beckwith
henry jessop eldersggeiderspelatiahPelatiah west
newton foster

the committee appointed to visit hiram smith lucy smith
and samuel harrison smith reported that they had visited
them and received no satisfaction they acknowledged that
they had entirely neglected the ordinances of the church for
the last eighteen months and that they did not wish to unite
with us anymore

whereupon resolved that they be cited to appear before
the session on the 24th day of march insi at 2 oclkocak PM
atthisalthisat this meeting house to answer the following charge to wit
neglect of public worship and the sacrament of the lords
supper for the last eighteen months

witnesses henry jessup james robinson
harvey shel robert W smith
levi dagget fri U sheffield

closed with prayer adjourned to 29th 2 oclkocak PM
records from the minutes of the moderator

signed geo N williams cikelkeik
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march 24th 1830 session met pursuant to adjournment

opening prayer

present the revdread alfred E campbell modr

henry jessop i

geo beckwith
pelatiahPelatiah west elders
newton foster
david white Jj

hiram smith lucy smith and samuel harrison smith not
appearing pursuant to the citation served upon them by
P west resolved that they be again cited to appear before
this session on monday the 29th instdinst at this place at 2 oclkocak
PM and that P west serve said citation

closed with prayer adjourned to 29th 2 oclkocak PM
records from the minutes of the moderator

Sigsignednedl geo N williams clkelkcikeikalk

march 29th 1830 session met pursuant to adjournment

opened with prayer

present revdread alfred E campbell modr
geo beckwith
newton foster elderspelatiahPelatiah west
henry jesson

the persons before cited to wit hiram smith lucy smith and
samuel harrison smith not appearing and the session having
satisfactory evidence that the citations were duly served
resolved that george beckwith manage their defense the
charge in the above case being fully sustained by the testimony
of henry jessup harvy shel robert W smith and frederick
U sheffield in minutes of testimony on file with the clerk
the session after duly considering the matter were unanimous-
ly of opinion that hiram smith lucy smith and samuel harr-
ison smith be and they hereby are suspended from the sacra-
ment of the lords supper

closed with prayer adjourned

records from the minutes of the moderator

signed geo N williams eikelkcik
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WILLIAM E mclellansmccellansMcLELL ANS TESTIMONY
OF THE BOOK OF MORMON

larry C porter

in 1880 james T cobb a graduate of dartmouth and
amherst colleges and a resident of salt lake city was making
an attempt to establish the falsity of the book of mormon
through an extensive examination of its origins among those
to whom he directed letters of inquiry was william E
mclellan whose close association with joseph smith and the
witnesses of the book of mormonnormon in the early years of the
church made him an appropriate subject for correspondence

william E mclellan joined the church in 1831 alt-
hough he became an early critic of joseph smith and other
church leaders he nevertheless progressed to top leadership
positions and on february 15 1835 he was ordained as one
of the original members of the quorum of the twelve he
later wrote a letter criticizing the prophet was suspended
from fellowship and then restored he again lost confidence
in church leadership not apparently from what he had seen
but from what he had heard and soon stopped praying and
keeping the commandments on may 11 1838 he was ex-
communicated later he tried to start a church of his own
which failed after which he took up the practice of medicine
he died in missouri in 1883 1

the following testimony was written in reply to james T
cobb s inquiry its significance lies in the fact that even
though mclellan was disillusioned with joseph smith and
other church leaders as the letter makes clear he nevertheless
was unable to deny his conviction that the book of mormon
was what it claimed to be the original of this letter is located
in the new york public library new york city

independence mo aug l4th14thlath 1880

mr J T cobb

yours of aug 9thath lies before me and has been carefully
read and considered I1 did not answer your former letter

andrewlandrew jenson latter day saint biographical encyclopedia salt lake city
1901 vol 1I ppap 828382 83
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because I1 did not think I1 could do any good by it and I1 now
have doubts as to any good resulting but ill comply with
your request

I1 am eopinionatedopinionated when I1 thoroughly examine a sub-
ject and settle my mind then higher evidence must be intro-
duced before I1 change I1 have set to my seal that the book of
mormon is a true divine record and it will require more evievlevi-
dence than I1 have ever seen to ever shake me relative to its
purity I1 have read many exposes I1 have seen all their
arguments but my evidences are above them all

I1 have no faith in mormonism as an ism even from its
start neither have I1 in latter day saintism from its start
through all its developments I1 have no confidence that the
church organized by J smith and 0 cowdery was set up or
established as it ought to have been and the further its run
its run still farther from the true way farther from the plain
simplicity of that divine record the book of M I1 dont
know that I1 am surprised at a thinking man for rejecting
ldsismLD Sism at its now developed in any and all branches of
what is called mormonism but when a man goes at the book
of M he touches the apple of my eye he fights against
truth against purity against light against the purist or
one of the truest purist books on earth I1 have more confi-
dence in the book of mormon than any book of this wide
earth and its not because I1 dont know its contents for I1
have probably read it through 20 times I1 have read it care-
fully through within a year and made many notes on it it
must be that a man does not love purity when he finds faltfait
sic with the book of mormon fight the wrongs of

ldsismLD Sism as much as you please but let that unique that
inimitable book alone I1 have but little confidence in the
purity of a mans life or in his principles of action after be-
coming acquainted with that book and then fight or oppose
its divine excellency hence you may know what I1 think of
your coursencourse

when I1 first joined the church in 1831 soon I1 became
acquainted with all the smith family and the whitmer family
and I1 heard all their testimonies which agreed in the main
points and I1 believed them then and I1 believe them yet but
I1 dont believe the many stories contradictory got up since
for I1 individually know many of them are false

my advice to you is cease your opposition and strife
against the book and fight against wrong doing in profes-
sors for you might just as well fight against the rocky
mountains as the book

david whitmer has lost his thumb on his right hand
several years ago and cannot write and he would not be
willing to write much to a man who fights the book of M
which he knows to be true I1 saw him june 1879 and heard
him bear his solemn testimony to the truth of the book as
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sincerely and solemnly as when he bore it to me in paris 111

in july 1831 1I believed him then and still believe him you
seem to think he and I1 ought to come out and tell something

some darkness relative to that book we should lie if we
did for we know nothing against its credibility or divine
truth

I1 can but hope you will alter your course and use your
talents energy and all your exertions in behalf of the truthful-
ness of that glorious volume

with profound respect for truth purity & holiness I1 sub-
scribe myself a lover of all that is true and wholesome

I1 as ever

W E mclelland MD

PS like you I1 want to add a few words I1 never had but
one letter from you until this one you seem to think S

rigdon the bottom of all mismcism many people know better
he never heard of the work of smith & cowdery until C
and P P pratt brought the book to him in mentor 0
true enough I1 have but little confidence in S rigdon but
I1 know he was more the tool of J smith than his teacher and
director he was docile in J S hands to my knowledge

I1 left the church in aug 1836 not because I1 disbelieved
the book or the then doctrines preached or held by the
church but because the leading men to a great extent left
their religion and run into and after speculation pride and
popularity just like the israelites and the nephitesNephites often did
I1 quit because I1 could not uphold the presidency as men of
god and I1 never united with joseph and party afterward
I1 have often examined all the reasons you assign but they
have but little bearing on my mind I1 know a man can sit
down and find crookedness in almost any thing booiboot

by pryingryingcrying
closely with it in that light you are to work at the book and
mismcism your life like all other exposers will be spent in vain
and worse than in vain then spend your time and energy at
something more worthy of a lover of truth great events are
just a little ahead of us great things are on hand today
but they will increase again I1 say I1 have no faith in any
party or faction of ldsismLD Sism any where in the world I1 live
alone outside all churches I1 most firmly believe that the
lord will establish the church of christ shortly and then if
they will accept me ill unite with them thus I1 look for
power from god to be displayed among his ministers and
then the book of M will be a kind of standard for faithful
but ill close hoping you may yet come to see the truth

give my respects to J F smith W E M
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BRIGHAM YOUNG ON POLITICS AND priesthood

J keith melville

the drama begins in 1848 a presidential election year in
america it unfolds in three major centers kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville in
western iowa great salt lake city in upper california and
washington DC the star performers are elders and poli-
ticiansticians

the first scene of act one opens in kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville in march
where the mormon vote is solicited by representatives of the
whig political party of iowa similar overtures are made by
the democratic party the mormonscormons are aware of their
political power as a similar scene had been played once before

in illinois the mormon leaders call a political caucus and
decide to support the whig ticket the whigs agree to help
the mormonscormons in their migration to their new home in the
great basin

the next scene takes place in august at the polls in kanes
ville where 491 whig ballots are cast for state and congres-
sional candidates out of a total of 523 A chain of bizarre
events follow the kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville pollbookspollbooks are lost after they
are delivered to the monroe county clerk which leaves the
election of the first congressional candidate in doubt which
prompts daniel miller to challenge william thompson s right
to sit in congress which touches off a bitter partisan conflict
in the house of representatives which results in a tie vote to
be broken by the speaker of the house which initiates more
parliamentary maneuvers to be ended only after the house
declares the seat vacant A special election follows in which
daniel miller is elected to congress again with the help of
the mormon vote but this all takes place after the regular
election in 1850 wherein miller s successor has already been
elected 1

the third scene of this political drama is one in which the
principals are all mormonscormonsMormons orson hyde who is one of the
twelve apostles of the church and the presiding officer over
the saints in iowa is the prime promoter of the whig cause

more detailed accounts of this interesting political history are found in
J keith melville highlights inin mormon political history charles E merrill
monograph series no 2 may 1967
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among the mormonscormonsMormons almon W babbitt a seventy in the
church and trustee for the disposal of church property in
illinois is a democrat and opposed to hyde s political activity
the partisan controversy between hyde and babbitt builds to
a caustic climax when babbitt charges hyde with prostratingprostrating
sacred human rights at the shrine of religious despots for
this reason babbitt is disfellowshippeddisfellowshipped at a conference of
the seventies in the log tabernacle on november 19 1848

act two takes place in the great salt lake valley in the
spring and summer of 1849 almon W babbitt takes his case
to brigham young who restores him to his former position
in the church babbitt is elected as the delegate of the state
of deseret to go to washington to assist dr john N bern-
hisel the mormon lobbyist at washington in obtaining one
great objective the admission of deseret into the union as
a 11 sovereign state

the political strategy of brigham young is to use as much
political influence as possible and he believes that babbitt has
political influence among the democrats bernhisel and hyde
are to work with president zachary taylor and the whigs
in addition thomas L kane a friend of the mormonscormonsMormons and
oliver cowdery who recently returned to the church are
urged to assist in the mormon political objective in this bi-
partisan strategy the first presidency of the church wants
orson hyde to clearly understand the proper relationship of
politics to the priesthood

great salt lake city july 20 1849

dear brother hyde we learn that you have disfellow
shipped brother babbitt also that you have come to the wise
conclusion to quit eating each other up now we do not care
about your political differences but wish to say confidentially
to you keep them up outwardly for that may be good policy
but let it be distinctly understood between you and him as
good brethern that you are seeking to accomplish the same
grand object namely admission into the union as a free and
independent state do not permit trivial matters to in-
fluence you in the least and never no never no never again
drag priesthood into a political gentile warfare

letters are also written to oliver cowdery wilford wood-
ruff thomas L kane and others to all unite and work for
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the admission of deseret into the union two letters to
brothers farnham and nathaniel H felt at st louis are es-
peciallypecially poignant

july 24 1849

dear brother farnham we have communications papers
etc from which we learn much to our regret of certain
differences dissensions strifesstrafesstrifes etc in the branch in st
louis these things should not be especially in regard to
political controversies the priesthood should never be dis-
honored by bringing to bear any of the power thereof in a
mere gentile political question if there isis not merit enough
to furnish sufficient argument to sustain themselves let them
fall

july 24 1849

dear brother felt it is earnestly desired that all difficul-
ties originating in political differences should be buried in
eternal oblivion never permit gentile political warfare to
enter into your private circles to cause distrust engender
strife and division in your midst never no never disgrace
the holy and eternal priesthood of almighty god by using or
exerting that influence and power to further any such pur-
poses let them stand or fall by their own intrinsic merits 2

the final act unfolds in washington DC where the
admission of deseret becomes secondary to the more pressing
issue of slavery the grand design for deseret is compromised
the territory of utah is created out of a portion of deseret
brigham young is appointed the first governor and the
ground work for a half century of federal mormon conflict
is laid

epilogue mormon elders who dabble in politics should never
forget the sage advice from the first presidency

letters on file in the church historian s office
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LEE W farnsworth and RICHARD B GRAY eds
security inm a world of change belmont california wads-
worth publishing company inc 1969 426 ppap 5505.50550 paper-
back

reviewed by robert E riggs director of the international
relations center and professor of political science at the
university of minnesota

books of readings are a widely adopted literary form whose
popularity shows no signs of abating sometimes such multi
authored works represent previously unpublished scholarship
more commonly their redeeming social value must be sought in
the skill and judgment with which the editor puts together a
package that is useful in the classroom or on the reference
shelf although a reader generally stands or falls on its success
as a pedagogical tool a particularly felicitous combination of
selection and editing may sometimes produce a solid contri-
bution to the development of a discipline such certainly has
been the impact of the rosenau reader 1 and such was the in-
tent if not the impact of the multivolumedmulti volumed collection of
readings the strategy of the world order edited by falk and
mendlovitz for the world law fund 2 whereas the rosenau
volume was a landmark in the empirical study of international
relations the falk and mendlovitz readers are part of a larger
project to promote the study of world order emphasizing the
overhangingoverhanaina threat of nuclear destruction and the need of
drastic change in the structure of the international system

the farnsworth and gray volume falls in a more modest
and thickly populated category it claims only the smallest con-
tributiontribution to original scholarship and it is not intended nor
is it likely to have any substantial impact on the development
of international relations as an academic discipline it postukostu

iamesames N rosenau international politics and foreign policy new york
the free press 1961 this reader with nearly all new material has gone into
a second edition 1969 but the first edition remains inin print

richard A falk and saul H mendlovitz the strategy of world order
4 vols new york world law fund 1966

491
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lates no special theoretical framework other than the two con-
cepts of change and security around which the book is
organized it has no concern with methodology indeed it has
not a single article that utilizes quantitative techniques it is
simply in the editors words a book of supplementary read-
ings for the introductory course

to produce a book of readings for the introductory inter-
national relations course may be a modest enough objective but
certainly not an unimportant one and security in a world of
change must be considered in that light in format the book
consists of eighty two edited selections organized in five chap-
ters with brief introductory notes consuming twenty one pages
in all at the beginning of each chapter the five chapter
headings give a fairly accurate representation of the book s in-
tellectualtel lectual thrust change and the basic concepts contemp-
orary patterns of foreign policy the struggle for power
the struggle for international order and peace in whose

time these themes are clearly appropriate to the editors
objective if not altogether original in concept with eighty
two short selections averaging just under five pages each the
editors have obviously opted for breadth of coverage and view-
point rather than depth four of the articles authored respec-
tively by farnsworth and three of his colleagues at brigham
young are published here for the first time the others have
previously appeared elsewhere

although by no means devoid of empirical analysis in the
traditional sense the pieces have been chosen primarily to pre-
sent a point of view on significant international issues or foreign
policy problems this orientation led the editors to avoid the
professional quarterlies specializing in the publication of re-
search and to draw instead from sources characterized by brief
reporting of policy positions or social and political commen-
tary thus ten of the selections come from the saturday re-
view eight from the world today and seven from the de-
partmentpartment of state bulletin eight others are taken from news-
papers four from vital speeches of the day and nine others
from speeches for which no previous published source is indi-
cated of the eighty two pieces in fact twenty eight were
originally delivered as speeches some of the better known
contributors are lyndon johnson ho chi minh LI brezhnev
charles W yost eugene J mccarthy hubert humphrey
reinhold niebuhr zbigniew brzezinski dean rusk otto pass
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man pope john XXIII george kennan and john F kennedy
one may legitimately ask how this collection of speeches

commentary and analysis hangs together as a supplementary
reading package the answer is surprisingly well the policy
approach is particularly appropriate for the introductory course
and these pieces are discriminately chosen using a multitude
of different selections could have presented a problem of dif-
fusenessfuseness the beginning student s approach to the field is like-
ly to be fractionated enough without having to digest and syn-
thesize so many bits and pieces along with the lecture the basic
text or whatever other readings are used moreover when the
contributions range from columnist russell baker ever hear
of a two pants suit to pope john XXIII kacemparempacem in termterris
with works of assorted scholars journalists politicians and
public figures interspersed between one might anticipate an
almost indigestible melange to the credit of the editors how-
ever this is not the case the readings are generally well inte-
grated to the few major topics through careful editing and ar-
rangementrangement the selections within each chapter have an essential
unity and the materials overall are relevant to the central
themes of change and security the result is a surprisingly
coherent readable survey of basic issues in international affairs
that ought to serve well in the classroom

A LEE fritschler smoking and politicspolities policymaking in
the federal bureaucracy new york appleton century crofts
1969 165 ppap 1951.95195

reviewed by william clayton kimball a doctoral candidate
in government at harvard university and assistant professor
of government at bentley college in waltham massachu-
setts

while the typical latter day saint s interest might light up
at the title of this little book it is less about lighting up than
about politics in the author s own words the study illustrates
generally the procedures and politics of bureaucratic policy
formulation in contemporary american government the ve-
hicle of the study is the tangle of policy and politics which sur-
rounded the passing of the cigarette labeling and advertising
act of 1965 while this act which required the warning label
on the sides of cigarette packages was billed by its proponents
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as a public regarding health measure it was actually one of the
most blatant power plays against the public interest in the past
decade

the principal villain in the play was the tobacco subgovern
ment this group included not only the tobacco companies and
growers but also the tobacco bloc in congress in effect the
entire southern delegation various elements of the bureauc-
racy involved in tobacco subsidy and production representatives
of the advertising and broadcasting industries and large anti
any governmental regulation forces its power was aided and
abetted by public and legislative ignorance and indifference
the hero of the book although not necessarily of the play
was the federal trade commission ralph nader take note
which was supported by various health groups and aided pre-
sumablysumably by the spirits of those who literally had the time of
their lives smoking in the best line in the book mr fritschler
quotes david cohen then a lobbyist for the americans for
democratic action who assessed the lineupline up as being similar
to a match between the green bay packers and a high school
football team unfortunately the public interest was repre-
sented by the high school team

this book appears at a time when the controversy over just
what the government should do about smoking and health is
heating up again but its purpose is not merely to detail or
document that controversy as much asas to illustrate how policy
is made by the federal bureaucracy and to say that the account
of that process is not very interesting is probably to say more
about the process itself than about this book or mr fritschlerfritschler s

style for those who are interested in the politics of the con-
troversytroversy presented in a less academic manner they would be
well rewarded by looking up and reading two articles by eliza-
beth brenner drew the first the quiet victory of the ciga-
rette lobby how it found the best filter yet congress
atlantic monthly september 1965 and the second an article
in the new york times magazine of may 4 1969 which up-
dates the earlier account mr fritschler leans heavily on mrs
drew s work perhaps more than he is aware judging from his
citations which are limited to direct quotations the most in-
terestingte sections of his book are those influenced by mrs
drew s story

his discussion of administrative policymaking procedures
of the differences and interrelations of rulemakingrulemaking and ad
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judicatory authority is very good but it might leave the aver-
age reader confused not because the description is not clear
but because it is a very complex process unfortunately com-
plex subjects are not always made less complex by the use of
simple words the choice of the cigarette controversy as a
means to convey some of the complexity is a good one how-
ever mr fritschler tells us that he chose this issue because
the various positions were far less complex than usual when
compared with some of the classic case studies in public admin-
istration courses this is true but the simplicity is confined to the
bureaucratic action the politics were very complex and the
study is deadened somewhat by its concentration on bureau-
cratic procedure it is true that a book can only be about a few
things and not about everything but without lengthening the
book too much mr fritschler might have made it more inter-
esting by including more of the political complexity which sur-
rounded the bureaucratic policymaking

throughout the book one finds excellent observations and
insights concerning the administrative process and the practice
of policymaking but these are often buried in the midst of
paragraphs which muffle the impact of the statements the
typical college student would miss many of these insights which
are well worth his while mr fritschler s book gives evidence
that many of our notions of representation and responsibility
need urgent reconsideration

one of the central problems in our country is just what
relationship the governmental bureaucracy should have to the

private or business sector can business be trusted or allowed
to mind its own store can we believe that advertising abuses
will be self correcting or that shoddy or harmful products will
not be foisted on the public by producers the record of rising
consumer irritation in the past few years demonstrates that the
most serious problems in our polity come not from aggressive
governmental action but from private aggression and govern-
mental inertia just in the area of air pollution no matter
whether you are referring to pollution of the air currents by
industry and smokers or of the air waves by television and
radio it should be clear that a reliance on private action is no
reliance at all

mr fritschler points out the problems which arise when
an agency of the very bureaucracy which we curse daily seeks
to represent the public interest the nature of our system
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is such that this type of representation brings the agency into
conflict with powerful economic interests whose basic concern
is for profit and whose lack of concern for the public welfare
is obvious the example of the tobacco lobby which has
sought to mislead the public for many years as to the nature
and results of using their products is not an isolated case per-
haps if more people were informed as to the way policymak-
ing takes place in the national or local government it
might be far less easy for private interests to ignore the pub-
lic interest

current conservative political writers of which the church
has more than its fair share do us a disservice by drawing our
attention away from the realities of power politics they seek
to focus on nonissuesnon issues which soothe their idealogical itches
but which do nothing to improve the quality of life in our
society A study like smoking and politics gives us a glimpse
of a complex and disturbing reality the success of the tobacco
lobby and the incredible social cost of this success in terms
of human suffering and death should lead us all to question
the theoretical labels we use but we become so attached to
them we d too often rather fight than switch

ROBERT J MATTHEWS joseph smiths revision of the
bible provo utah brigham young university press 1969
86 ppap 1501.50150

reviewed by sidney B sperry professor of old testament
languages and literature at brigham young university the
author of numerous books and articles dr sperry isis one
of the most widely known writers on the scriptures of the
church

since the reviewer and his pupil merrill Y van wagoner
made their limited studies on the inspired revision of the
bible about thirty years ago much useful labor on the same
book has been accomplished by their younger successors one
needs only consult page 86 of dr matthews present work to
find the names of those responsible for scholarly investiga-
tions that have added much to our knowledge of the history of
the revision its doctrines and general value I1 would espe-
cially call attention to the work of calvin H bartholomew
james R clarkdarkoark reed C durham and robert J matthews
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whose latest pamphlet small as it is should be a handy ref-
erence work for every earnest student of LDS scripture it is
unfortunate that dr reed C durham s phd dissertation

A history of joseph smith s revision of the bible is not
yet available in printed form

in addition to his short introduction and suggested read-
ings p 86 dr matthews has divided his little book into
seventeen chapters in his introduction he says this pamph-
let concerning the inspired revision deals with some of joseph
smith s great contributions toward understanding and inter-
preting the bible and attempts to give an appreciation for this
particular phase of the prophet s divine mission

chapters 131 3 as also chapter 7 may be said to deal with
the mechanics of the inspired revision chapters 131 3 are
especially valuable chapter 1 alone dealing as it does with

A chronological history of joseph smith s labors in making
the inspired revision of the bible is worth the price of the
pamphlet for reference purposes chapters 2 and 3 discuss
the original manuscripts of the revision and the rel-

iability of the printed editions of the inspired revision re-
spectivelyspectively they are of great interest to the scholar and present
many facts not found in most publications dealing with the
inspired revision

most of the remaining chapters of the pamphlet through
chapter 15 are of special interest in their handling of doc-
trinal issues by the revision such interesting topics as the
mission and power of christ the nature of god and the na-
ture of man are treated not to mention the important contri-
butions the revision makes to the lives and teachings of such
men as paul noah melchizedek abraham joseph moses
and john the baptist

dr matthews devotes chapter 16 to quotations of the
opinions of a number of the general church authorities past
and present concerning the inspired revision and in chapter
17 he concludes by giving us a one page estimation of his own
concerning the significance of the revision his main conclu-
sions will be perceived in the following quotations

1 the prophets work of revision of the bible has
contributed much to two of the standard works of the
church as well as having influenced the thinking and
doctrinal teaching of the prophet himself

2 the total value of the revisioirevision extends beyond the bible
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itself and its fullest impact is felt in the doctrine and
covenants the pearl of great price and the multitude
of revelatory experiences that came to the prophet in the
process

3 there is much to be gained in understanding the bible
through a study of the inspired revision although
the work the revision is very evidently unfinished
it has value as a guide and supplement to the king
james version

the reviewerreviewer wishes that dr matthews could have devoted
a chapter to the problem of why the prophet made so little re-
vision in many important old testament books why for
example did joseph practically pass by the book of hosea
the most textually corrupt book in the old testament one
hopes that someday dr matthews or dr durham or both
will provide us with a full length book on the inspired re-
vision

NEIL J FLINDERS leadership and human relations salt
lake city utah deseret book company 1969 254 ppap
4954.95495

reviewed by norma rohde assistant director of the coun-
seling center and associate professor of educational counsel-
ing at brigham young university A specialist in the field
of interpersonal communication dr rohde has also published
in SPATE

flinders has accomplished what must be the dream of most
graduate students he has published in book form his doc-
toral dissertation written for the college of education at
brigham young university it is an attempt to combine the
general knowledge about man that god has revealed to his
prophets with the specific knowledge about man s behavior
that scientists have discovered the book is designed to
serve as a handbook a resource for information for parents
teachers and executives it isis not light reading nor is it
entertaining it is for the person who is interested in serious
study discussion and further reading into the many references
presented in the book the author recognizes that this attempt
is just a first step in bringing together this kind of resource
material
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chapters 2 and 3 present an image of man they discuss
his origin the nature of his existence some of the basic laws
that govern him his biological and emotional development
how he is motivated how he thinks learns and responds to
life chapters 5 through 8 discuss the interpersonal relation-
ships why and how an individual establishes maintains and
dissolves his relationships with others the influences upon
the individual by the family group dynamics the principles
that influence man s efforts to govern other men and the
author s summary of the essential ingredients for a healthy
philosophy of leadership and human relationships in each
instance flinders presents both the research findings and the
theological concepts the intent has been to outline the prin-
ciples and facts where both science and latter day saint
theology seem to be in essential harmony it has not attempt-
ed to deal with those areas which are in disharmony the
unique contribution of this work then is its attempt to syn-
thesize knowledge about leadership and human relations from
both the teachings of the prophets and the research of scien-
tists

interesting recommendations made by flinders include 1 i
the need for a church sponsored human behavior research
and development center which could utilize the theology of
the church as a system of analysis and have among its oper-
ational goals the collection utilization and research of human
behavior data and 2 the need for developing a training pro-
gram in human relations leadership and administrative be-
havior for members of the LDS church

the author quite successfully demonstrates through his
book that an estrangement does not have to exist between lay-
man theologian and scientist As is quoted from elder john
A widtsoeWidtsoe science seeks truth and the aim of religion
is truth

this book is an initial effort in meeting a need which has
long existed in the latter day saint church that of bring-
ing together the teachings of its religion and the teachings of
the social scientists and in presenting them in such a manner
that they can have meaning to lay members while the book
is not designed for popular reading for the serious person it
contains many thoughtful principles of leadership and human
relations its concise presentation of concepts and principles
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along with its lack of illustrative examples may make for diffi-
cult reading for the lay person but certainly for the individual
with the desire to learn more about human relations as pre-
sented by both science and religion the book offers many ideas
to think about discuss and further investigate as well as put
into practice

F HENRY EDWARDS history of the reorganized church
of jesus christ of latter day saints volume five independ-
ence missouri herald house 1969 680 ppap 10.951095

reviewed by russell R rich professor of history of re-
ligion at brigham young university dr rich is a specialist
on the schismatic groups of the restoration

in september 1969 the leaders of the reorganized LDS
church published volume five of their church history the
first four volumes included the history through the year 1890
and were authored principally by heman C smith who served
as both church historian and one of the twelve apostles
volume five is a history of the church from 1891 through
1902 compiled by F henry edwards longtimelong time counselor in
the first presidency married to alice smith great grand-
daughter of the prophet joseph smith he is highly revered
by the membership of the reorganized church he was called
to be an apostle in 1922 and in 1946 as a counselor to
israel A smith third president of the RLDS church then
in april 1966 his function was changed to that of writing
and teaching relieved from his duties in the first presidency
it was possible for him to have time to compile such work as
volume five

close family ties and years of devoted church service have
earned mr edwards the confidence of the reorganized church
officials as well as complete access to church documents and
records and minutes of the meetings of the first presidency
and the council of the twelve apostles he has drawn
heavily from the saints herald official organ of the church
and is frank to admit in his preface that this volume is not an
impartial record as the material in the book was selected
from a mass of material available and that selected has been
influenced by the author s interests and prejudices this is
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a commendable recognition and should apply to all historians
although many may not be as frank in admitting it

volume five follows the same format as the four earlier
volumes considering each year separately consequently each
year covers a multitude of topics many of which are also
covered in succeeding years rendering volume five somewhat
repetitious and tedious in places however the book was
written principally for the membership of the reorganized
church which increased 92 in the twelve year period cover-
ed and for the benefit of the local and general ministry
and the local and general administrative officers for
this reason also mr edwards devoted considerable space11

to legislative and administrative matters including much de-
tail in some cases and even some minutia which serve well
the people for whom the book was written but detract some-
what from interest for other readers

occasionally throughout the volume mr edwards relates
an event from the history of the LIDSLDSliisllis church in some cases
the reason for including this material is not clear as its only
connection seems to be that it was chronologically contemconterncentern
pory in other instances the author s purpose is plain but
the material presented is hardly in agreement with the facts
available to him for example in regard to the kirtland
temple lot suit mr edwards states one of the major con-
cerns of the saints in 1890 now that they were confirmed in
the possession of the kirtland temple p 55 this
appears to be just a passing incidental statement but is insert-
ed for the purpose of continuing to promote the long claimed
and much publicized fallacy that the reorganized church
actually won this suit when in reality they lost it in spite of
the fact that no one appeared against them to argue for the
defense 1

on may 6 1942 israel smith a lawyer in private life
wrote a letter to the county recorder in painesvillegainesvillePainesville ohio in
which he requested a copy of everything pertaining to the suit
stating this should include originals summons returns
substituted service proof of publication etc and all entries
including final judgementjudgement and decree

thehe reviewer has twice been to the courthouse in painesvillegainesvillePainesville ohio where
he made photostat and typewritten copies of all of the material pertaining to
this suit including three letters from israel smith when he was a counselor
in the first presidency of the reorganized church
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considering mr edwards close family ties his intimate
association with israel smith and his being a student of
church history it is difficult for one to understand how he
could have failed to recognize that the reorganized church
lost the suit in the suit the lawyer for the plaintiff put forth
a set of statements as to what he desired the court to find
but when the judge rendered his decision he did so in these
words

and the court finds that said smith had no titletidetitietlde to said
property except as the trustee of said church and that no title
hereto passed to the purchasers at said sale and that said
parties inin possession have no legal title to said property and
the court further finds that the legal title to said property isis
vested in the heirs of said joseph smith inin trust for the legal
successor of said organized church italics are the reviewers
and that the plaintiffs are not inin possession thereof and
thereupon the court finds as a matter of law that the plaintiff

reorganized churchlchurchechurch is not entitled to the relief prayed for
in its petition and thereupon it is ordered and adjudged
that this action be dismissed as the costs of the plaipialpiaiplaintiffntiffnaiff 2

another example isis found in his discussion of the jackson
county temple lot suit mr edwards does not personally say
that the doctrine of polygamy had no existence until after
joseph smith s death but he quotes newspaper articles that
say so page 240 which serve the purpose of promoting the
idea yet mr edwards had full access to the private files in
their church historian s office which contain an abundance
of evidence showing that plural marriage was introduced by

joseph smith one of these references is the latter day saints
herald for january i8601860 volume 1 no 1 in which articles
appear that make it plain that it was joseph smith who intro-
duced plural marriage one of the articles in speaking of
joseph smith s repenting of his connection with polygamy ends
with the statement that if abraham and jacob by repentance
can obtain salvation so can joseph smith later referring to
these articles p 412 he passes them off saying their argu-
ments had been met many times however mr edwards is

only following the policy of the reorganized church whose
officers are fully aware of the facts but have never been will-

forfor an excellent analysis of the whole suit read paul F reimannReirnann the
reorganized church and the civil courts salt lake city utah utah printing
co 1961 296 pages
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ing to admit to the general membership of their church that
joseph smith did introduce plural marriage one can only
wonder why there are other places in the book where a vig-
orous defense for the reorganized position is presented and
certainly this is to be expected but one does wonder why it
should be necessary to spend so much time defending their
position if the leaders themselves are confident of it

in discussing succession joseph smith 111IIIill is quoted p
361 as saying it makes me decidedly tired to have men who
think themselves to be possessed of ordinary good sense to ask
me did your father ordain you to be italics are the reviewer s

his successor where sic they know he was living and oc-
cupying the position himself sic how could a successor be
ordained to the office until it was vacant yet further on

page 456 mr edwards states that james whitehead was
present in nauvoo in 1843 when joseph smith jr blessed his
eldest son joseph III111 to be italics mine his successor in the
prophetic office

one point of particular interest to members of the LDS
church is an 1891 statement by president joseph smith III111ili
p 89 in which he said the attitude in which the utah

people now stand before the world calls for a judicious action
on the part of the reorganized church it is my conviction that
there are men in those valleys who hold legitimate priesthood
and who will have to be recognized this is in line with later
statements page 385 490 made at joint meetings by repre-
sentativessenta tives of the reorganized church and church of christ
temple lot that there may be individuals in different fac-

tions who hold the priesthood
better preparing the reader to understand some of the ad-

ministrative problems presented mr edwards explains that
a common understanding of their distinctive functions during
this period 189118921891 1892 was never fully achieved between
the presidency of the church and the twelve apostles how-
ever the statement should have also applied to other adminis-
trative bodies as quite often the reader is given the impression
that other quorums were also confused over the problems of
jurisdiction and responsibility until a condition of what one
might call organized confusion is presented not in the book
but among the administrative quorums of the church one
must be aware however that this was a formative period in
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the history of the RLDS church causing multiple problems to
arise

adding considerably to its usefulness the book contains
a subject index and a biographical index both of which appear
to be quite thorough the vocabulary is well chosen and expres-
sive leaving no doubt in the reader s mind as to what the au-
thor is trying to say the project appears to cover thoroughly
the history of the reorganized church for the period designa-
ted mr edwards has succeeded in accomplishing the purposes
for which he wrote the book
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